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EDIToRIAL

The Research Council of Norway announced on october 25 the results of the call for 
proposals for research infrastructure that was published in 2009. Twelve proposals 
were accepted and are invited for contract negotiations. Fields that now get the 
opportunity to invest in modern infrastructure are in brain research, materials 
research, bioinformatics, and databases for language research, social sciences 
and marine research.

Two of the twelve proposals that were accepted were submitted by UNINETT Sigma. 
one for the Norwegian High Performance Computing infrastructure (Notur II) and 
the other for the Norwegian participation in the Partnership for Advanced  Comput-
ing in Europe (PRACE). The two proposals will be merged into a single project. 
The project will be a collaboration with the Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology  (NTNU), the University of oslo, the University of Bergen and the 
University of Tromsø.

The Notur II project will enable the replacement of the present four HPC facilities 
that have neared the end of their life time. The facilities were put in operation in 
2006-2008. They are used for computational demanding simulations in a wide variety 
of scientific areas, for example computational chemistry, material science, physics, 
fluid dynamics, weather and climate research, bioinformatics, medicin, petroleum 
and linguistics. Access to sufficient computational capacity is a pre requisite for 
many research activities in these areas. There are more than 120 projects and circa 
700 (unique) users on the four facilities. The replacement of the facilities in 2012-
2013 represents a significant increase in computational power (by a factor 6-8) and 
this will give a boost to the research in these areas in the coming years.

The project will also include the Norwegian participation in PRACE. The mission 
of the PRACE research infrastructure is to enable high impact scientific discovery 
and engineering research and development across all disciplines. PRACE allows 
researchers from across Europe to apply for time on world class (Petascale) 
computing and data management resources through a central peer review process. 
Through the participation of 21 countries, a diversity of resources and services is 
provided, including expertise in effective use of the resources. Recently, the first 
Norwegian research project in astrophysics, led by Mats Carlsson of the University 
of oslo, obtained access to one of the PRACE Petascale resources. PRACE is the 
only ESFRI initiative on eInfrastructure.

The project also includes the Norwegian participation in a Nordic HPC resource. 
This is a collaboration between Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. This 
system will be available to Norwegian research early 2012.

This issue of META includes examples of research projects that will be carried out 
on one of the new supercomputers 'vilje', an SgI Altix  ICE X, that will be installed 
at NTNU in January. The facility repre sents an increase in computational capacity 
of more than an order of magnitude compared to the IBM p575 system 'Njord' that 
has been in operation at NTNU since late 2006.  

Jacko Koster 
Managing Director 
UNINETT Sigma AS
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Figure 1. Nordic countries top position in ToP500 1993-2011.
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ViljE –
Servicing users since September 2006, the Njord supercomputer finally is due to be retired early 2012. The 
successor, vilje, will set a new order regarding how super computing is conducted at NTNU. The system is  
co-financed  by NTNU, met.no  and the Research Council of Norway through the Notur infrastructure. It is also a 
single  system in terms of software infrastructure and hardware interconnect. At this point, similarities end, however.

on Njord, compute nodes are shared by all 
user communities, including weather pro-
duction and research jobs. Weather fore-
casting runs at the highest priority, sus-
pending activity on the necessary number 
of research nodes. This requires node 
memory to be divided in two, one part for 
weather production and one part for re-
search, effectively halving aggregate user 
space memory on the system. Although 
physically one system, weather forecast-
ing and research jobs on vilje will exe-
cute on different nodes with full memory, 
imple mented by advance reservation of the 
forecasting jobs. Due to diskless compute 
nodes, suspend-resume will not be pro-
vided, even though supported by the ope-
rating system. Checkpoint-restart will be 
available through the Berkeley BLCR, at 
the job level and at the application level by 

the BLCR API, although not from day one.
vilje is an SgI Altix ICE X system, a direct 
successor to the Altix ICE 8400LX. The 
compute nodes are equipped with eight-
core Intel Sandy Bridge processors, the 
Intel E5-2670 running at 2.6 gHz. Each 
node has two chips, and will run with hy-
perthreading enabled, giving the node 16 
physical and 32 logical cores with 32 giB of 
node memory. Whether to run one or two 
MPI tasks (or openMP threads) per core is 
specified in the PBS job script header.

Sandy Bridge supports the Intel/AMD AvX 
SIMD extension, providing 256-bit SIMD 
registers. AvX does not support fused mul-
tiply-add (FMA is scheduled for the future 
AvX2 extension), but the core can schedule 
an AvX floating point add and multiply con-
currently, thus peaking at 8 FLoPs per clock 

cycle. The memory subsystem can sched-
ule two 16-byte loads and one 16-byte store 
per clock. Despite the increase in memory 
bandwidth, it could prove more difficult to 
extract maximum performance with two in-
dividual instructions compared to one FMA 
instruction because of increased  SIMD reg-
ister pressure. 

With Altix ICE X, 18 nodes are assembled 
with power supplies, integrated Infiniband 
(IB) switch blades and a backplane into a 
rack unit (IRU). vilje is assembled with Altix 
ICE X D-racks, each with four IRU’s stacked 
vertically. Each IRU has two 4x FDR14 IB 
switch chips (with premium switch), pro-
viding 27 IB ports of external connectivity 
for each 1/2-IRU block of 9 nodes. Hence 
9-node IRU halves are the basic building 
block of the interconnection network, which 
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Figure 1. Front view displaying the ve interim system 
nodes.
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means large parallel jobs should probably 
specify a core count in multiples of 9 nodes 
or 144 cores. Each rack comes in either sin-
gle or dual blade options (72 nodes or 144 
nodes respectively). vilje opted for a Dako-
ta blades equating to 1152 cores per rack. 

Each of the met.no and academic shares 
are equipped with a separate Lustre paral-
lel I/o RAID6 storage system in logical units 
(LUN’s) of 8+2 drives. The met.no part con-
tains 440 1 TiB drives, with a net capacity of 
310 TiB and an aggregate bandwidth of 8.1 
giB/s. At the academic side, 560 1 TiB drives 
provide a net capacity of 394 TiB, with an ag-
gregate sustained bandwidth of 8.6 giB/s. 

In its final configuration, vilje will have 20 
compute racks, with an aggregate of 23040 
cores and a peak floating point perfor-
mance (Rpeak) of 479.23 TFLoPs. 

By extrapolating the previous generation SgI 
Altix ICE Rmax/Rpeak ratio of the ToP500 
NCSA Pleiades system to the current ICE X 
series, the final configuration has an Rmax 
projection of 396.3 TFLoPs, which corre-
sponds to the 27th position in the November 
2011 ToP500 list. Hence it is reasonable to 
expect Norway will re appear in the forthcom-
ing June list in a decent position compared to 
recent history, illustrated in Figure 1. 

In SgI terminology, vilje will be an 8D en-
hanced hypercube, which contrary to an or-
dinary hypercube is a hypercube with multi-
ple (4x FDR IB) connections between nodes, 
for enhanced bandwidth and resilience. 

Connections will have three links, except 
for the longest cable stretches, which will 
revert to two links per connection. 

Most users were unfamiliar with the Sys-
tem v based AIX Unix at the introduction 
of Njord in 2006, and it consequently had 
to be expanded locally with the well known 
gNU/Linux utilities, not part of standard 
AIX. on the contrary, the SuSE SLES11 on 
vilje is a well known environment, an RPM-
based oS like the other Notur resourc-
es. The Intel  compilers and libraries tool 

chain are well known and widely used in 
Linux (and Windows ) communities, and the 
SgI MPT message passing library is famil-
iar to experi enced HPC users from earlier 
Cray and MIPS systems, providing industry 
standard MPI and the SHMEM library. 

about the name. So, what is vilje really? 
The name originates from Norse Mythology, 
traditionally being used for naming the 
NTNU HPC systems. vilje, or “vili”, is a 
brother of odin, and gave the first human 
couple Ask and Embla wit and soul.
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Figure 2. The interim system ve with its Lustre file system in the foreground.  
In the back, the soon to be replaced Njord system.
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A total loss of summer sea ice represents 
a tipping point because the hitherto impor-
tant tick multi-year sea ice will be replaced 
by thin annual ice, accompanied by the loss 
of its particular ice flora and fauna. Reduced 
ice cover will change ocean circulation, per-
mit greater light penetration into the sur-
face ocean and enhance the exchange of 
carbon dioxide between the ocean and the 
atmosphere.

These changes will impact life in the marine 
Arctic environment, and the interactions be-
tween the physics, chemical state and the 
biota will be complex. To allow for this com-
plexity, we use the coupled model system 
SINMoD to study effects of climate change 
and increasing carbon dioxide on the lower 
levels in the food chain of the Arctic ocean.

siNMOD
SINMoD is a fully coupled hydrodynamic-
ice-chemical-biological model system. The 
coupling implies that all state variables, 
physical and biological a like, continuously 
provide feedback to the other.

The development of a coupled hydro-
dynamic-biological model system for the 
Barents Sea started already in 1975, led by 
professor Jens g. Balchen. The main de-
velopment of the present hydrodynamic 
model took place in 1986-87. SINMoD is 
still being continuously developed and has 
been established for a number of model 
domains in grid resolutions ranging from 
20000 to 32 m. Applications span from aq-
uaculture, through environmental impact 
studies to climate research.

The hydrodynamic component of the mod-
el, which is responsible for calculating 
the basic physical properties of the ocean 
like velocity and pressure, is based on the 

so-called primitive Navier-Stokes equati ons. 
In addition, the model is forced by atmos-
pheric data: wind, heat exchange, tides 
and freshwater run-off from land (Støle-
Hansen  and Slagstad 1991; Slagstad and 
McClimans 2005).  

The biological model has compartments 
for bacteria, heterotrophic nanofagellates, 
phytoplankton (divided into diatoms and 
autotrophic flagellates), microzooplank-
ton and mesozooplankton (Wassmann et 
al. 2006). There are two mesozooplankton 
species: the Atlantic species Calanus fin-
marchicus and the Arctic species Calanus 
glacialis (Fig. 1). Nitrogen and silicate are 
the potentially limiting nutrients in the 
model.

The carbon chemistry model transports 
carbon around the ocean, exchanging Co2 

with the atmosphere. The model responds  
to the general biological uptake and 
release of carbon through photosynthesis 
and respiration but is unique for an Arctic  
model in that it responds to variable river 
inputs of carbonate. The model can be 
forced with future climate and atmos-
pehric Co2 to simulate potential ocean 
acidification.

 A model system like SINMoD can be used 
to investigate effects of predicted climate 
changes. For example, one may study the 
responses to changing the air tempera-
ture only (Slagstad et al. 2011). Another 
approach is to use data from climate mod-
els. In the projects ATP (EU) and MER-
CLIM (financed  by the Research Council of 
Norway ) we have used high resolution data 
from the Max Planck Institute's REMo for 
the IPCC SPRES scenarios A1B and B1, 

global air temperatures are increasing and the Polar Regions are 2-3 times more susceptible to enhanced 

climate change than the global average. The extent of Arctic sea ice cover reached a record low in 2007 

and the last five years were all far below the average. An Arctic ocean free of summer ice may, according 

to some climate scenarios, be a reality in the coming decades. observations of the Arctic sea ice extent 

corroborate this (Stroeve et al. 2007).  

Figure 1 SINMoD ecosystem model structure.
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downscaled for SINMoD. Lateral bounda-
ries were taken from the Bergen Climate 
Model, with corrected bias using measured 
data from the 1990s.

The scenarios have been run from 2000 to 
2100 with a model setup in 20 km horizon-
tal grid resolution and 25 depth layers. As 
all state variables (there are 14 in the eco-
system model alone) are updated in each 
model time step, this is computationally 
very expensive. The simulations have been 
run on NoTUR's supercomputer Stallo.

Arctic summer ice vanishes
Atmospheric temperatures increase more 
and more rapidly in the Arctic than else-
where (ACIA 2004). Simulation scenarios 
with SINMoD based on increasing air tem-
perature, indicate that summer sea ice in 
the Arctic will disappear with a tempera-
ture increase of 4-6°C, with subsequent 
effects on lower trophic levels of marine 
ecosystem (Wassmann et al. 2010; Slag-
stad et al. 2011). The ice cover is important 
for a number of reasons. The availability of 
light is obviously affected by the ice cover, 
but the presence or absence of sea ice has 

impli cations for the physical characteris-
tics of the water masses themselves. For 
example, increasing the amount of fresh 
water from ice melt in the surface layer 
contributes to stabilizing the water masses 
(increasing the stratification). There is thus 
less exchange between the surface and the 
nutrient-rich deeper layers.   

Will primary production increase or 
decrease?
Like all plants phytoplankton are depend-
ent on light, nutrients and temperature for 
growth. Because the rates of chemical pro-
cesses generally increase with increasing 
temperatures, it is tempting to conclude 
that gross primary production will increase 
in the future Arctic ocean deprived of sea 
ice. However, in some areas increasing 
temperatures may have the opposite effect 
(Fig. 2a and b). We have seen that increasing 
air temperatures may increase the stratifi-
cation of the water masses. This will impact 
on the availability of nutrients in the surface 
layer, where most of the primary production 
takes place. our model results show that in 
the future there may be less available limit-
ing nutrients (nitrogen) in the surface water 

of the Southern Barents Sea, where nitro-
gen is limiting the annual production. Hence 
the model predicts that the annual primary 
production decreases there. In the Northern 
Barents Sea, on the other hand, production 
increases, due to more available nitrogen in 
the surface layer (Slagstad et al. 2011). 

Another aspect that will be affected by in-
creasing temperatures and changes in the 
stratification is the annual timing of prima-
ry production. In the future, sufficient nu-
trient, temperature and light levels may be 
reached earlier in the season, so that the 
main phytoplankton bloom starts earlier. 
This, is turn, affects the animals feeding on 
phytoplankton, for example zooplankton.

Consequences for zooplankton production 
An increase in phytoplankton production is 
not necessarily accompanied by an increase 
in zooplankton production. This is illustrat-
ed well in the Barents Sea (Fig. 2 b and d), 
where primary production decreases to-
wards 2100 while C. finmarchicus production 
increases. Further north (Figs. 2 and 3), C. 
finmarchicus production is on the rise from 
2030 onwards. However, the C. finmarchicus 
production is still smaller than the initial, or 
"present day", C. glacialis production almost 
by an order of magnitude. As the Arctic spe-
cies disappears due to higher tempera-
tures, the temperature does not increase 
sufficiently so that the Atlantic species may 
"fill the gap" (Fig. 3). Thus the combined 
production of mesozooplankton decreases 
for this particular scenario.

This also underscores another important 
point: as the climate changes, one species 
may completely or partly replace another 
within the same level in the food chain. Be-
cause the species, as is the case with C. 
finmarchicus and C. glacialis, may be of dif-
ferent size, this has consequences for their 
predators. 

In general, the simulations reveal that the 
mesozooplankton species C. finmarchi-
cus and C. glacialis are more sensitive to 
the predicted temperature changes than 
phytoplankton.

Abrupt changes
The simulated future changes in the pro-
duction and composition of plankton do 
not necessarily occur gradually. The re-
sults from SINMoD also show this (Fig 2b 

Figure 2 Primary (panels a and b) and secondary (panels c and d) production in the Arctic and the Barents Sea. Panels 
a and c show the simulated annual mean production for the years 2001-2020. Panels b and d show the difference be-
tween annual  mean production for 2080-2099 and the annual mean production for 2001-2020. The unit is g C m-2 year-1.



Figure 3. Time series for gross primary (green, top), C. 
finmarchicus (blue, middle) and C. glacialis (red, bottom) 
production for the years 2001-2099 from the correspond-
ing locations 1-3 in Figure 2a. The unit on the vertical 
axis is g C  m-2 year-1.

Figure 4. Projected development of the suitability of Aragonite throughout the 
21st century expressed in the so-called Ω-scale. values above one means the 
water is supersaturated and values below one means under saturated water. 
Under saturated water indicate that shells made of aragonite tend to dissolve. 
Note that under saturated water is most pronounced in the winter and in the 
northern areas.
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and c). The most dramatic example is the 
development of the C. glacialis population 
in the Northern Barents Sea. The model 

simulations show very 
low inter-annual vari-
ability until the end of 
the 2030s, followed by 
a transition period with 
large inter-annual fluc-
tuations. By the end of 
2050s the species has 
disappeared.

Abrupt changes like this 
can be explained by con-
sidering changes in the 
physical environment, 
in particular ice dynam-
ics. A dramatic decline in 
ice cover  in the Barents 
Sea leads to changes in 
water  mass composition 
by removing the import-
ant freshwater contri-
bution from ice melt 
(Ellingsen  et al. 2009). 
The cold surface layer, 
which is the habitat for the C. glacialis, is 
therefore removed . Another example is the 
northern sector of the Barents Sea. In to-
day's climate the production here is light 
limited due to the ice cover. The model re-
sults show that, as the summer ice dis-
appears, there will be large inter-annual 
fluctuations in primary and corresponding 
C. finmarchicus production.

Ocean acidification
As the atmospheric Co2 concentration 
increases , more Co2 is absorbed into 
the oceans. This increased Co2 content 
is lower ing ocean pH (Fig. 4). The Arc-
tic will undergo the earliest and fastest 
ocean acidification due to the low buff-
ering capacity  of polar waters. Important 
physio logical processes such as photosyn-
thesis and calcification will be impacted. 
organisms  will need to spend more ener-
gy maintaining key physiological process-
es which may have large consequences 

for ecosystem diversity and energy  trans-
port through ecosystems.  
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A simple processor only needs to support 
three instruction types: arithmetic instruc-
tions, control flow instructions and mem-
ory access instructions. However, mod-
ern instruction sets usually contain a large 
number of instructions to achieve flexibility 
and high performance. Implementing these 
instruction sets in an efficient manner is a 
tall order. The key technique employed is 
to harvest parallelism from the sequen-
tial instruction stream. To achieve this, the 
hardware detects instructions that do not 
depend on each other and execute these 
concurrently. This is known as Instruction 
Level Parallelism (ILP), and is transparent 

for the programmer. Modern multi-cores 
also exploit Thread Level Paral lelism (TLP) 
which is normally explicitly provided by the 
programmer. Realizing the performance 
potential of modern multi-cores requires 
exploiting both ILP and TLP.

The significant performance improvement 
of single core processors through the 80s 
and 90s was due to a combination of pro-
duction technology improvements and the 
development of advanced architectural  
ILP techniques. In the early 2000s, this 
trend came to an end because the power 
cost of extracting more ILP from the serial  

instruction stream became too large. The 
amount of power a processor chip can dis-
sipate is limited by the packaging and cool-
ing solutions employed.

Fortunately, the steady improvement in 
production technology that is often  referred  
to as Moore’s Law, is still continu ing. This 
results in computer archi tects being left 
with an abundance of chip resources  that 
cannot be used for ILP techniques due to 
the power limitation. Architects have in-
stead opted to add multiple processor 
cores since this can be done without in-
creasing the power budget . The effect of 
this is an improvement in aggre gate chip 
performance. However, it also requires 
that a sufficient amount of TLP is availa-
ble to realize the processor’s performance 
potential. TLP can be made available by 
running multiple independent applications 
concurrently or by running a single multi-
threaded application.

Computer simulators
A modern multi-core processor employs 
various algorithms in different parts of the 
chip to exploit parallelism. These algo-
rithms try to be as independent of each 
other as possible to maximize the amount 
of background work that can be overlapped 
with computation. For this reason , it is 
very difficult to reason about the perform-
ance impact of a certain technique. How-
ever, implementing the technique in real 

COMPUTATiONAl COMPUTER ARCHiTECTURE
Modern high-performance processors have multiple processor cores integrated on a single chip. These 

chips often contain an on-chip interconnect as well as private and shared caches. Recent processors like 

the Intel i7 can also include an on-chip graphics processor. A significant research effort both within industry 

and academia is aimed at continuously improving the performance and energy efficiency of multi-core 

processors. The aim of this article is to provide a high level introduction to the tools and methodologies that 

are used to design the next generation of multi-core chips.

Figure 1 Die photography of a 4-core Intel® Core™ i7 Sandy Bridge multi-core processor (Reproduced with permis-
sion).
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hardware and then testing it will take 
too much time. Consequently, computer 
archi tects commonly use software simu-
lators to evalu ate new archi tectural tech-
niques. Writing an inter nationally competi-
tive computer archi tecture simulator is a 
mammoth undertaking. Therefore, only a 
few open source simulators are being used 
by the scientific community. The Comput-
er Architecture and Design group at NTNU 
uses the popular M5 simulator which was 
originally developed at the University of 
Michigan [1].

A central design principle for computers 
is to “make the common case fast” [2]. 
To find the common case, a representa-
tive collection of applications is needed. An 
application used for performance analysis 
is commonly referred  to as a benchmark. 
Finding representative benchmarks is a 
hard task, and the current best practice 
is to use common benchmark suites like 
SPEC CPU 2006 [3] or PARSEC [4]. These 
suites contain a number of different appli-
cations that each represents an important 
algorithm or application domain.

The input to the simulator is often a pro-
gram binary and a configuration of the 
processor architecture to be simulated. 
The binary is then functionally emulated, 
and the resulting instructions are used to 
drive the timing models within the simu-
lator. More detailed  models give more ac-
curate results, but also take more time to 
simulate.

Using Clusters to Explore large Design 
spaces
Most computer architecture simulators are 
sequential programs, and the key to utiliz-
ing large clusters lies in the experi mental 
setup. Each experiment consists  of a num-
ber of benchmarks that will be simu lated 
on an architectural configu ration. Com-
monly, a small number  of architectural 
dimensions will also be explored. Each of 
these benchmark and architectural con-
figuration pairs are in dependent of each 

other and can be exe cuted in parallel. This 
strategy makes it possible to use as many 
processors as there are points in the de-
sign space. Large design spaces can easily 
include 1000s of design points.

To make the experimental procedure more 
concrete, we provide a small example. The 
aim of this experiment is to investigate the 
performance sensitivity of selected SPEC 
CPU 2000 and SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks 
to L3 cache and off-chip bandwidth alloca-
tions. The L3 cache and off-chip bandwidth 
are commonly shared between proces-
sor cores. By limiting the resources avail-
able to the application in these units, we 
can investigate the application’s sensi tivity 
to memory system interference. In other 
words, we answer questions like: What is 
the performance impact on application  X if 
other applications use 50% of the available 
L3 cache and 40% of the available off-chip 
bandwidth?

Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the results 
of the example experiment. Here, the x-ax-
is shows the off-chip bandwidth allocation, 
the y-axis shows the cache allocation and 
the color shows the performance of the 

benchmark. Figure 2 shows the Sphinx3 
SPEC benchmark which is representative 
of the benchmarks that are sensi tive to 
both cache and bandwidth allocati ons. This 
can be seen by the performance increas-
ing both along the x- and y-axes. Figure 3 
shows the benchmark Swim which is band-
width sensitive, and Figure 4 shows bench-
mark gcc which is cache sensitive. In these 
cases, performance increases along only 
the x-axis or only the y- axis, respective-
ly. Finally, Figure 5 shows the benchmark 
H264ref which is processor bound. Conse-
quently, it is not sensitive to either cache or 
bandwidth allocations and its performance 
is constant across the design space.

This experiment clearly demonstrates 
the advantages of using a computer 
archi tecture simulator for design space 

COMPUTATiONAl COMPUTER ARCHiTECTURE
A U T H O R
Magnus Jahre

magnus.jahre@idi.ntnu.no
Department of Computer  

and Information Science, NTNU
 

Figure 2 Sphinx3: A bandwidth and cache sensitive 
benchmark.

Figure 3  Swim: A bandwidth sensitive benchmark.



 

Figure 4 gcc: A cache sensitive benchmark. Figure 5 H264ref: A processor bound benchmark.
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exploration. First, we are able to create hy-
pothetical situations where we have abso-
lute control over the amount of resources a 
benchmark is given. When we then look at 
real cases where different applications are 
competing for resources, we can use this 
knowledge to reason about why the appli-
cation performs as it does. Second, we can 
very quickly gather a lot of data about how 
a certain architectural parameter affects 
the performance of different benchmarks. 
Investigating such trade-offs in real hard-
ware is not feasible. In a simulator, it is 
simply varying a parameter.

To gather the results for this experiment, 
we ran 52 benchmarks with 9 different 

cache configurations and 6 different band-
width allocations. This results in 2808 de-
sign points in total. Figure 6 shows a his-
togram distribution of the simulator 
execution times for these 2808 simulator 
instances. Most simulator runs are fairly 
short with execution times around 30 min-
utes. However, the distribution also has a 
fairly long tail with the longest observed 
runtime at just over 6 hours. This analy-
sis illustrates a possible inefficiency of the 
experimental approach. Some processors 
will be idle between the completion of fast 
and slow jobs if they are scheduled on the 
same cluster node. The good news is that 
this execution time variation is primar-
ily due to characteristics of the different 

benchmarks. Consequently, we can avoid 
most of the problem by scheduling design 
points involving a certain benchmark on 
the same cluster node.

Computer simulation in the Future
Most computer architecture simulators 
are currently sequential programs. Paral-
lel execution is achieved by exploiting that 
the simulation of one design point is in-
dependent of all other design points. This 
strategy works fine as long as the laten-
cy of evaluating a single design point is 
accept able. Unfortunately, simulator exe-
cution time increases as the number of 
processor cores in the simulated comput-
er architecture grows. For future many-
core architectures, the sequential simu-
lator paradigm may no longer be feasible. 
Consequently, it will likely be necessary to 
exploit parallelism internally in the simu-
lator. Simulators that can simulate a large 
number of cores are already available (e.g. 
MIT’s graphite [5]).

Conclusion
Computer system simulators are indis-
pensable tools for exploring novel solu-
tions for future multi-core processor ar-
chitectures. Simulators make it feasible to 
implement and test advanced techniques 
with an acceptable effort. Since each de-
sign point is independent of all other de-
sign points, it is possible to evaluate the 
design points in parallel. Consequently, 
we can utilize the large number of proces-
sors available in modern clusters even if 
our simulator is a sequential program.
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NUMERiCAl siMUlATiON  
OF sHiP PERFORMANCE  
iN CAlM WATER AND WAVEs

Energy efficient ships
Ships do 90% of the transportation of cargo 
worldwide, with only 3% of the Co2 emissions [1]. 
However, with the volume of world trade expected 
to increase, and with the projected reductions in 
land-based Co2 emissions, the relative importance 
of energy consumption and Co2 emissions from 
international shipping is increasing. This, together 
with increasing bunker oil prices, has led to a 
renewed focus on energy-efficient ships. To make 
it easier for ship owners, ship operators and cargo 
owners to choose energy-efficient ships for their 
operations, the International Maritime organization 
(IMo) has proposed an energy efficiency declaration 
system for ships, the Energy Efficiency Design Index 
(EEDI)[2]; a system slightly similar to the energy 
efficiency class markings on household electrical 
appliances. Traditionally, ships have been optimized 
for minimum energy consumption at the design 
speed and loading condition in calm water, since 
that is the condition stated in the building contract, 
and since that is what is tested during the delivery 
sea trials. This was also quite convenient, 
since one didn’t have the tools and 

knowledge to optimize the ship design for a wider range 
of operational conditions, including operation in waves. 
The Energy Efficiency Design Index includes allowance 
for the increase of fuel consumption due to wind and 
waves [2]. This means that to make sure that a new 
ship gets a high EEDI ranking, the ship designer 
needs to take the effect of wind and waves 
on the performance into account when 
the ship design is optimized. 
Thus, there is a renewed 
interest  in development of 
reliable methods of pre-
dicting the perfor-
mance of 
ships in a 
seaway.

NUMERiCAl siMUlATiON  
OF sHiP PERFORMANCE  
iN CAlM WATER AND WAVEs

Computers play an increasingly important role in the design of energy-efficient ships for the future. 

Computer simulation of the performance of ships in waves is increasingly used in the evaluation 

and optimization of ships.
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Methods for predicting ship performance
Traditionally, the only way to accurately 
predict the speed and power consumption 
of a ship before it is built was testing of a 
scale model in a towing tank, due to the 
high requirement for accuracy (about 2% 
on power), and due to the complex, high 
Reynolds number flow around the hull 
of a ship. Model testing is expensive and 
time-consuming, so prediction of resist-
ance and propulsion power of ships with-
out the need for model testing has been 
an aim since long before the introduc-
tion of computers in engineering. How-
ever, the fulfillment of this aim has been 
restricted by computational power. one 
started with linear potential flow compu-
tations of calm water wave-making re-
sistance in the 1970-ies, while computa-
tions based on the numerical solution of 
Navier-Stokes equations (called Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics – CFD), using  tur-
bulence models to simplify turbulent ed-
dies was introduced in engineering work 
in the 1990-ies. In parallel with the ever- 
increasing computer power, software 
packages have been improved towards 
efficient parallel codes and more user-
friendly interfaces. Nowadays, the resist-
ance of a ship in calm water can be pre-
dicted with accuracy simi lar to that of a 
model test, using standard commercial 
CFD codes, in a matter of days rather than 
weeks or months. The resistance of a ship 
in calm water might be predicted assum-
ing steady (time-independent) flow, when 
a turbulence model is used to represent 
the swirling, unsteady turbulent flow. This 
greatly simplifies the calculations. 

The power requirement of a ship is not just 
a matter of the hull resistance, but also of 
the efficiency of the propeller and of the ef-
ficiency of the interaction between the hull 
and propeller. The propeller is placed be-
hind the ship, where it is working in a com-
plex three-dimensional wake field. The re-
production of characteristic features of this 
flow field has for a long time been one of 
the most used benchmarks (gothenburg 
2010) [3], both because it gives a good indi-
cation of the quality of the simulation, and 

because precise knowledge of the flow field 
at the position of the propeller is important 
for designing an optimum propeller for the 
ship. The state of the art is now to predict 
the flow field at the propeller plane with 
high accuracy. The presence of the propel-
ler behind the ship influences the flow and 
the resistance of the ship hull itself. Thus, 
a complete simulation of the powering per-
formance of ship requires simulating the 
propeller rotating behind the hull. This is 
a challenge both because a time-accurate 
simulation is generally needed, and due to 
the difficulties of handling the rotating grid 
around the propeller. The use of so-called 
sliding mesh techniques is one way of solv-
ing this difficulty, but the complexities of 
such calculations mean that they are still 
not in routine engineering use.

As discussed initially, there is an increas-
ing need for including the effect of waves in 
the prediction of ship powering prediction. 
The prediction of vertical motions of ships 
due to waves has been performed with line-
ar potential flow methods for decades, with 
generally satisfactory accuracy in head 
waves [4]. However, predicting the added 
resistance due to waves and increase of 
propeller power requires more advanced 
methods. Model testing for this purpose is 

Figure 1 Illustration 
of computational 
grid for the compu-
tations on KvLCC2. 
Top: surface grid. 
Bottom: Hull grid. 

Figure 2 Wave elevation around the KvLCC2 tanker. Top: computed with Fluent. Bottom: Experimental results by Kim 
et al. (2001).
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difficult and time-consuming, and is there-
fore quite rarely performed. CFD methods 
with advanced free-surface modeling, like 
volume of Fluid (voF) are attractive, due 
to their ability to model non-linear free- 
surface effects in a robust manner. 

simulation of the flow around a tanker in 
calm water and in waves
The KMB-project SeaPro includes a study of 
added resistance due to waves. SeaPro is a 
part of the Rolls-Royce University Technology 
Centre “Performance in a Seaway”. Initially, a 
series of model tests with a 1:58 scale model of 
a very Large Crude-oil Carrier (KvLCC2) was 
carried out in the towing tank at the Marine 
Technology Centre in Trondheim. Motions and 
resistance in head waves were measured. 
Then, the ship has been modeled in the CFD 
software packages Fluent and ISIS-CFD to 
predict resistance and flow field around the 
hull in calm water and in waves, and to predict 
the motions of the hull due to waves. 

A benchmarking computation for the flow 
around the hull in calm water, performed 
using Fluent, is illustrated in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2. This study was presented in the 
gothenburg 2010 workshop on Numerical 
Ship Hydrodynamics, which gives an 
excellent overview of the state of the art in 
such computations. As seen from Figure 
2, the agreement between computational 
and experimental results is good. For the 
computation details, we refer to guo and 
Steen (2010) [5].

The unsteady simulation in regular head 

waves is performed with ISIS-CFD, using 
non-structured hexahedral mesh. The 
simulation results are given in Figure 3 
and Figure 4. It is seen from Figure 3 that 
heave and pitch motions are well predicted 
by both the CFD calculation and strip 
theory, except for waves of approximately 
the same length as the ship, where 
the strip theory overpredicts the heave 
motions. However, while the strip theory 
calculations are performed in less than 5 
minutes on a laptop, the CFD calculations 
take approximately 200 hours (with 32 CPU 
cores) for unsteady simulation in waves. 
The cost of CPU time increases with the 
decrease of the wave length. However, 
Figure 4 shows that for the prediction of 
added resistance due to waves, the potential 
flow calculation method (radiated energy 
method) does not give a reliable prediction 
in short waves, while the CFD results are 
in good agreement with experiments in 
different wave lengths.

Propellers are custom-designed to fit each 
new ship design. The reason for this is that 
the propeller design must be optimized 
with respect to the complex flow field in the 
area behind the ship, where the propeller 
is located. This flow field depends strongly 
on details of the hull shape. Traditionally, 
model tests have been the only way of 
obtaining sufficiently reliable information 
on this flow field. However, the model test 
data are influenced heavily by scale effects, 
and one had to rely on crude and inaccurate 
scaling relations to convert the velocity field 
from model scale to full scale. Also, the 

measurement techniques applied in model 
scale were not suitable for measuring the 
flow field in waves. CFD calculations have 
proved to be able to provide quite accurate 
predictions of the flow field in calm 
water in the position of the propeller [3]. 
Furthermore, it is possible to predict how 
the flow field changes in waves. Figure 5 
shows results of calculations of the axial 
wake velocity in calm water (Figure 5 (a)) 
and in waves (Figure 5 (b)). In order to 
show the effect of wave on axial wake flow 
quantitively, the wave induced mean wake 
flow is shown in Figure 5 (c) and 1st order 
axial wake flow is given in Figure 5 (d). It is 
seen that the wave in this case has a strong 
influence on the flow field in the propeller 
plane. This is important information for the 
designer, who is given a new set of tools to 
design propellers, enabling  operation in 
waves to be taken into account in the design 
optimization.

Figure 3 Comparison of heave and pitch motion at a speed of 15.5 knots in head waves, predicted with the CFD code 
ISIS-CFD (CFD), from model experiments in two different towing tanks (EFD), and Strip theory.

Figure 4 Comparison of the dimensionless added 
resistance due to waves at a speed of 15.5 knots in head 
waves, predicted with the CFD code ISIS-CFD, from 
model experiments in two different towing tanks (EFD), 
and from traditional radiated energy method based on 
strip theory (REM).
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Figure 5 velocity field in the position of the propeller of the KvLCC2 tanker, predicted with ISIS-CFD. The forward 
speed U0 is 15.5 knots, and for figures (b), (c), and (d) a regular head wave of a length of 91% of the ship length and a 
height of 8 m has been included in the calculation.

(a) Calm water Ucalm /U0

(c) Difference ( uwave  - Ucalm ) / U0

(b) Waves, average value uwave /U0

(d) Amplitude uwave, 1st amp /U
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Assimilating radar observations into  

THE NEXT gENERATIoN NUMERICAL  
WEATHER PREDICTIoN MoDEL

Rolls-Royce University Technology Centre (UTC)  
“Performance in a seaway”
UTC is a model for co-operation between Rolls-Royce and universities. There are 
about 30 UTCs world-wide. The UTC “Performance in a Seaway” is a co-operation 
between Rolls-Royce Marine in Norway, MARINTEK, and NTNU Department of 
Marine Technology. The focus is on research on performance of ships and propulsion 
systems in waves and off-design conditions, aiming at improved efficiency and 
reliability of new ship designs and propulsion systems. The UTC was opened in May 
2005. The yearly budget is about 10 mill NoK. 
For more information, see www.ntnu.no/imt/forskning/rolls_royce 
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In Norway, we currently have eight weath-
er radars. observations from these radars 
are currently used for providing real-time 
weather conditions to the public, the in-
dustry, and to assist meteorologists and 
scientists. visualizations of weather radar 
data are freely available at e.g. http://yr.no/
radar/.

However, the observations are not yet used 
in the assimilation system, i.e. the initiali-
zation of the numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) models. In this work, we have devel-
oped quality control algorithms and con-
version tools that allow us to assimi late 
Norwegian radar data into the new NWP 
model, named HARMoNIE (see box).

Radar observations
A weather radar scans the atmosphere by 
sending out electromagnetic pulses which 
are reflected by cloud particles, such as 
rain, snow, graupel, cloud ice, etc. Parts 
of the reflected beam are detected by the 
radar, and it is possible to generate a pic-
ture of the reflectivity at different distances 
from the radar site. This information can 
be translated into e.g. precipitation rates. 
Wind information can also be derived if the 

Assimilating radar observations into  

THE NEXT gENERATIoN NUMERICAL  
WEATHER PREDICTIoN MoDEL

As the development of the numerical weather prediction  systems moves 
towards  higher  resolution models, the need for observations  of higher  
resolution is prominent in order  to make the initial conditions in the 
model more accurate . For meso- scale data assimi lation, high temporal 
frequency  of the observations  is also important . Weather radars provide 
frequent  updates of three-dimensional obser vations of high resolution, 
and these observations are well suited in this respect.
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Norwegian Meteorological Institute
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radar has Doppler capability, which all of 
the Norwegian radars have. Because of 
the geometrical nature of the radar, only 
the radial wind component can be meas-
ured, and the term "radial wind" or "Dop-
pler wind" is usually used.

Since the radar scans all azimuth angles, 
and several elevations, the "full" volume 
around the radar is covered. Due to differ-
ent scan strategies required for reflectivity  
and wind measurements, the maximum 
visible range differs. Typically, the radial 
range is around 240 km for reflectivity, and 
120 km for radial winds. For the lowest el-
evation at the range of 240 km, the beam 
center is measuring at an altitude of 5 km 
and with a beamwidth of 4 km due to the 
natural behavior of the radar beam. At this 
height and range the measurements of re-
flectivity are averaged over a larger volume 
than near the radar. For higher elevations, 
the range goes out to 75 km and reaches 
up to 20 km in altitude where strong con-
vective cells can be detected. The spatial 
resolution for reflectivity  is set to 0.25 km 
in range step, 1:0 in angle step, and 12 non-
equidistant elevations ranging from 0:5 to 
15:0. For wind, the range steps are set to 

0.125 km and are equal for all elevations, 
the highest elevation is set to 30:0. In oth-
er words; the data amount is quite dense.

Before entering the NWP system, the raw 
radar observations go through extensive 
quality control locally, and are converted to 
a suitable format for the assimilation sys-
tem. Figure 1 shows a reflectivity product 
of the lowest scan. The lowest scan is of-
ten corrupted by various sources of clut-
ter, as the image on the left illustrates. 
The right image is the result after the 
auto matic quality control where pixels are 
flagged with a quality index and removed in 
this case. The huge half-circle near the ra-
dar is caused by the sea surface and iden-
tified by a fast image segmentation algo-
rithm. Ships and anomalous propagation 
are identified by pattern recognition, and 
ground clutter is identified by static maps. 
It is critical that each processing algorithm 
has high perform ance due to near real-
time delivery. Ph
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Assimilation
In NWP, assimilation is the process of 
combining the model background field with 
new observations in a statistical optimal  
way in order to get a best possible estimate 
of the atmospheric state. In HARMoNIE, a 
three-dimensional variational (3DvAR) 
approach is used. In 3DvAR, the spatial 
control parameters are adjusted in regular 
time intervals.

Traditionally, mainly conventional obser-
vation types have been assimilated. These 
are observations that we can observe di-
rectly, and have a corresponding variable 
in the model, such as temperature, pres-
sure, humidity, wind, etc. Radar observa-
tions are not among these, and fall in the 
class of non-conventional observations, to-
gether with e.g. satellite data. This class of 
observations is becoming increasingly im-
portant when the weather models are mov-
ing towards more frequent updates, often 
called Rapid Update Cycling (RUC). There 
are plans to run HARMoNIE with radar as-
similation with a three hour update cycle.

Assimilation of radar reflectivity 
observations
Reflectivity itself is not a control variable 
in the model, but since it is related to hy-
drometeor contents in the clouds it can 
be utilized indirectly. However, the corre-
spondence between the reflectivity meas-
urements and the model control variables 
is very complex, and current data assimila-
tion techniques cannot be used directly as 
they are. Although reflectivities are directly 
connected with the hydrometeor contents, 
it is not assimilated as such, since these 

components are not expected to have a sig-
nificant impact on forecasts, because they 
are not contributing much in convective 
events. An alternative approach is there-
fore used. This method, which is devel-
oped by Météo-France, involves a one-di-
mensional Bayesian inversion, followed by 
a 3DvAR assimilation of pseudo-observa-
tions of relative humidity. 

Details on this can be found in [1], but in 
short, this is what is done:
• From the observed volume of reflec-

tivity, vertical columns are considered 
separately

• In the model background, the corre-
sponding column of relative humidity 
(RH), and hydrometeors is considered

• A radar simulator is used to generate 
the simulated reflectivity of the model 
column

• This is also done for neighboring model 
columns, and a weighted average of the 
best corresponding columns yields a 
pseudo-observation of relative humidity

• This pseudo-observation column is as-
similated into the system

Figure 2 shows an example on how the 
assimi lation of radar data is able to 
increase  the intensity and position of a 
frontal system.

Assimilation of radial wind observations
Wind is a control variable in the model (three 
components, represented as vorticity and 
divergence), and is therefore much easier to 
assimilate into the system. Even though the 
radar wind observations only contain the ra-
dial component of the full wind vector, the 
model wind can quite easily be projected to-
wards the radar for direct comparison.

Figure 3 shows the change in the wind vector 
field near Trondheim, when radial winds are 
assimilated relative to an experiment when 
no radar data is used. Also shown is the rela-
tive increase/decrease of one-hour accumu-
lated precipitation, which can be attributed 
to positioning of precipitating clouds.

Data content
The full discretized reflectivity volume for 
each radar per fifteen minute consists of 

Figure 1. Identification and filtering of non-meteorological echoes. 

Figure 2. Relative 
increase of relative 
humidity (RH) at the 
front when assimilat-
ing radar reflectivity 
as compared to not 
assimilating radar 
data. Red represents 
increase, and differ-
ences are shown in 
the analysis, ie. the 
"0 hour forecast".



HARMONiE
HARMoNIE is an acronym for "hIrLam aLaDIn regional meso-scale operational 
nwp In europe", and is a numerical weather predication (NWP) model. It is the 
successor of the HIRLAM model, which is currently being used operationally at met.
no as one of the primary models.
The community developing and using the two systems, also goes by the name HIRLAM. 
The HIRLAM consortium consists of the meteorological institutes DMI, EMHI, FMI, 
vI, Met Eireann, KNMI, AEMET, SMHI, LHMS and met.no, and is also collaborating 
with members of the ALADIN consortium, which includes Météo-France.
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slices of 960 x 360 elements for lower ele-
vations and 600 x 360 for higher elevations. 
one volume scan of wind contains about 
600 x 360 x 12 elements.

Thinning of the data is done mainly be-
cause at full resolution, the observations 
can describe phenomena that the mod-
el cannot resolve. Also, in the formulation 
used in the assimilation system, the ob-
servations are assumed to be independent 
and not too dense.

Some reduction of content is done in the 
conversion chain, some preliminary thin-
ning is done before entering the observa-
tion data base, and some thinning is done 

in the screening process of the NWP model . 
In the end, for reflectivity data, the horizon-
tal separation between the columns of ob-
servations is about 17 km on average.

Computational cost
In the experiments currently run with ra-
dar data assimilation, a small domain is 
used, only covering the southern part of 
Norway. The model resolution is 2.5 km, 
and consists of 300 x 432 points on the sur-
face, and 60 vertical levels. For the opera-
tional runs, a larger domain with the same 
resolution (2.5 km) will be used, covering 
all of the Norwegian main land and also 
reaching out over the North Sea.

Figure 3. Change in 
wind vector field when 
assimilating radar 
radial  winds (red ar-
rows), compared to not 
assimilating radar data 
(black arrows). Also 
shown is the increase 
(red)/decrease (blue) 
in 1 hour accumulated 
precipitation. The dif-
ferences are from a 
four hour forecast.

In each grid point (order 107), the model 
calculates the evolution of several varia-
bles (order 10) at each time step – in this 
case two minutes. The short time step is 
needed to resolve small scale physical 
phenomena, such as convective precipita-
tion. Forecasts will be given hourly, and we 
expect improvements up to 24 hours.

Assimilation of radar radial winds and re-
flectivities is under implementation on 
NoTUR's new supercomputer facility (ve/
vilje), for preoperational runs. The results
shown here are preliminary, but proper 
impact studies are in preparation. If the 
system gives satisfactory results, it will 
be part of the operational forecasts when 
HARMoNIE is put in operational routine.
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The EMEP programme
Air Pollution has been a problem in Europe  
for more than hundred years. After the 
Second World War, a period of economic 
and industrial recovery and growth lead to 
a massive increase in emissions of air pol-
lutants. This led to fish loss in lakes (espe-
cially in Scandinavian countries), damage 
to vegetation and materials. Further more, 
effects on human health became increas-
ingly evident. In 1979, countries in the 
UNECE  region (at the time emitting more 
than half of the world's anthropogenic air 
pollutants) adopted the Convention on 
Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution, 
and in 1985 the first concrete measures 
to reduce sulphur emissions were under-
taken through the 1985 Sulphur Protocol. 
Within the Convention, the Cooperative  
Programme for Monitoring and Evalu-
ation of Long-Range Transmission of 
Air Pollutants  in Europe (EMEP) was 
formed. Different centres were assigned  
the tasks to coordinate different activi-
ties (e.g. chemical monitoring, modelling, 
emissions).

Meteorological Synthesizing Centre-West 
(MSC-W), which is situated at Norwegian 
Meteorological Institute, has the responsi-
bility to model acidifying and eutrophying 
pollutants, ozone and particulate matter.   
The model used, the EMEP model , has 
been developed at met.no and is continu-
ously revised, taking into account  new sci-
ence. The EMEP model calculations use 
the information on emissions reported by 
the different European countries and com-
bine this with information  on meteoro-
logical transport, chemical transforma-
tion, wash out by rain and dry deposition . 

The results are so-called 'blame matri-
ces' which give quantitative information 
on which countries that have the 'blame' 
for the deposition and concentrations of 
air pollution in other countries. Based 
on these blame matrices, combined with 
the information on the damage caused, 
cost-effective solutions for reduction of 
air pollution  can be designed (e.g. some 
countries have to reduce emissions more 
than others because their emissions 
cause more damage).

Several protocols have been adopted since 
the start of the Convention, and in the be-
ginning of next year a revision of the multi-
pollutant multi-effect 1999 gothenburgh 
protocol will hopefully be adopted. 

The focus of the programme has evolved 
during the years. At present the main 
challenges are:
• eutrophication (causing e.g. algal 

blooms and loss of biodiversity)  
• health effects due to particulate matter
• chemistry-climate interactions

The economic cost in terms of damage to 
human health of air pollution in Europe 
alone is estimated to approximately €500 
billion a year! In view of both the high cost 
of air pollution to society and the high cost 
of reducing the emission of pollutants, it is 
essential to gain detailed knowledge about 
the pollutants, and describe quantita-
tively the connections between the vari-
ous sources of pollutants and the concen-
trations of air pollutants inhaled by the 
population.



MoDELLINg AIR PoLLUTIoN: 

THE EMEP MODEl
No one talks about acid rain nowadays. This problem has to a large extent been solved, with great help from the 
Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution. other challenges, such as eutrophication, the effect of 
air pollution on human health and the role of air pollution for climate change, have gained increased attention. 
The EMEP model is used both for getting more insight into these problems and to underpin policy in these areas.
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Modelling air pollution
The main mechanisms simulated by the 
EMEP model are:
• emissions by various sources
• transport by wind and diffusion
• chemical transformations of the pollut-

ants, including photochemistry
• dry deposition and wash out by 

precipi tation.

The transport and (photo)chemical trans-
formations are the computationally most 
demanding parts of the code. The trans-
port occurs in a three-dimensional grid 
and artefacts due to limited resolution 
(numerical diffusion) must be reduced to 
a minimum. The chemistry is described 
by a system of partial differential equa-
tions (stiff oDEs). The equations have to 
be solved with a small timestep (typically 

30 seconds) at every grid point. Chemistry 
comprises about 76 compounds with reac-
tions rates ranging from almost instanta-
neous (much smaller than the timesteps) 
to very slow (much larger than the time 
step). on the other hand, the study of 
inter continental transport requires simu-
lations that cover the entire globe (figure 
1) and climate studies require periods of 
time covering several decades.

Although the computational challenges 
are substantial, the main source of errors 
still lies elsewhere: not all the physical 
processes are well enough understood. 
For example secondary organic aero-
sols are known to give a significant con-
tribution to particulate matter concentra-
tions, but no satisfactory theory exists to 
describe  them.

Figure 1. Average of daily maximum ozone concentrations (in ppb) in 2007, simulated by the EMEP model.

The EMEP model and international 
collaboration
The EMEP model is not used only within 
the EMEP project, but also for a range 
of other purposes. For instance, EMEP 
model calculations have also supported 
the EU Thematic Strategy on air pollution 
(and its related legal instruments on 
ambient air quality and national emission 
ceilings) and further work will be done for 
the review of the strategy in the period up 
to 2013. EMEP model calculations also 
support  the oSPAR (oSlo-PARis) and 
Helsinki Conventions for the protection 
of the marine environ ment of the North-
East Atlantic and the Baltic Sea Area, 
respectively.

Furthermore, the model is used to fore-
cast air pollution within the MACC pro-
ject (Monitoring Atmospheric Composi-
tion and Climate). MACC is the current 
pre- operational atmospheric service of 
the European gMES (global Monitoring for 
Environment and Security) programme.

In addition, the EMEP model is used in a 
range of EU projects and projects financed  
by NFR (Norwegian Research Council), 
NMR (Nordic Council of Ministers), 
ESA (European Space Agency), NRS 
(Norwegian Space Centre) etc. Within 
these projects, the topics range from 
climate-chemistry interactions (e.g. the 
effect of climate change on air pollution 
and vice versa), biosphere- atmosphere 
exchange, data assimilation of e.g. 
satellite observations, national scale 
modelling and process modelling of 
emissions. All these projects are based 
on the EMEP model.
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Figure 2. Illustration of 
the resistance approach 
for the deposition of 
ozone (o3) fluxes.

Figure 3. The percentage of areas at risk for acidification (fig a) and eutrophication (fig b) in 2009. Whilst the problem of acidification is rather small today, many areas experi-
ence problems due to high nitrogen depositions.
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Another large source of errors lies in the 
limited accuracy in the emission inven-
tories and to a lesser extent inaccura-
cies in meteorological and other input 
data (land use, parametrization of vege-
tation etc.). The results of the model sim-
ulation have to be regularly compared to 

measurements and the model revised as 
soon as the understanding of the physical 
processes improves or new data becomes 
available.

It is a challenge to get a balance between 
the level of details to integrate into the 

model, and its robustness. The kind of 
problems encountered can be illustrated 
by the model for estimating atmospheric 
deposition to ecosystems.

Figure 2 shows an example of the approach 
for the deposition of ozone (o3) fluxes. Cal-
culating the actual uptake of o3 through 
the plants’ stomata rather than just the 
external exposure (concentration) is im-
portant for effect studies, as high o3 con-
centrations are often associated with hot 
and dry weather conditions. Under such 
conditions, vegetation tends to reduce 
the degree of stomatal opening in order 
to limit water loss – which also protects 
against o3 uptake and, hence, injury. How-
ever, modelling of stomatal uptake is chal-
lenging. Necessary requirements include  
estimates of plant responses to tempera-
ture, light, humidity, and soil water.

Defining thousands of different vegeta-
tion categories and growings properties is 
not possible (the basic information is not 
available or not even known); on the other  
hand neglecting completely these varia-
tions will give a major bias in the model 
results.

Computational challenges
During the past years the model has 
been used with a horizontal resolution of 
50x50km2 on an officially defined grid of 
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• EMEP stands for Co-operative programme for monitoring and evaluation of the 
long-range transmission of air pollutants in Europe.

• EMEP is a European project for reducing emissions of air pollutants. The 
programme is coordinated by UNECE.

• EMEPs main task is to provide relevant information about transboundary air 
pollutants for use by political authorities.

• Central tasks include measurement of air quality and developement of models 
for the description of transport and transformations of air pollutants.

• Scientists at met.no are strongly involved in EMEP.

the model code is  freely available at  www.emep.int
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Figure 4. Percentage contribution from other countries to particulate matter with sizes under 2.5 um (fig a) and 
oxidized sulphur deposition (fig b) in Norway. (BIC are contributions from outside Europe, NoS stands for North Sea).

size 132x159 and 20 vertical levels (fig-
ure 3). Currently, a one year simulation 
take less than 4 hours on 64 CPUs. An in-
dividual run is necessary for quantifying 
the contri bution of each source: in order 
to find the contribution of, for example, a 
specific country, two simulations are per-
formed with different values for the emis-
sions of that country. By observing the ef-
fect on the level of pollutants, it is possible 
to quantify the contribution of that coun-
try. Because the chemistry is non-linear, 
this information is not complete; the con-
tributions from one country will depend on 
the background level of air pollution, i.e. 
the effect of one country is dependent on 
the emissions from all other countries! In 
practice thousands of runs are necessary, 
and still treating only contributions from 
entire countries at a time (instead of indi-
vidual source). As an illustration we show 
how the source of pollutants can be visu-
alized in a "pie" (figure 4). Each "slice" re-
quires a separate run. The values will 
depend on the meteorological year and 
the particular emission scenario that is 
chosen.

Information about emissions and meteoro-
logical data is often updated and the reso-
lution of the data improved. In order to 
benefit from this, a finer mesh has to be 
utilized. A doubling in the horizontal and 
vertical resolution means an 8-fold in-
crease in the number of gridcells. In ad-
dition a smaller mesh requires a smaller 
timestep.

Performance and parallelization
The grid is divided into rectangular sub-
grids, such that each subgrid has up to 
four neighboring subgrids. Each subgrid is 
assigned to a different processor. With this 
decomposition each CPU will mainly have 
to communicate with four other CPUs, in-
dependently on the total number of pro-
cessors used. Collective communication is 
only required for I/o and some diagnostic
processes. The increased amount of 
operations  needed by larger grids can 
thereby to a large extent be compensated  
by an increase of the number of proces-
sors. Using time splitting methods, the 
chemi stry within each gridcell is inde-
pendent from concentrations in other  
gridcells, and thereby it is perfectly 

suitable for paralleli sation. The chemical 
concentrations  within a gridcell and all the 
reaction rates, emission rates and some 
other parameters can fit in the first level 
cache (L1), therefore the chemistry equa-
tions can be solved with an efficiency com-
parable to the peak theoretical perform-
ance of the machine.  

Test runs with 20x20 and 10x10 km2 res-
olutions have been performed. For these 
finer grids, the number of processors has 
to be significantly increased for the com-
putation time to remain reasonable. A one 
year simulation, in a 471x480x20 grid with 
10 km resolution, takes approximately 14 
hours on 512 processors on Stallo and 
runs with about 85% efficiency compared 
to 64 processors. Test runs performed on 

Hexagon (Cray XT4) in Bergen show only 
a few % differences in overall timings. 
overall the model runs at 10-25% of the 
peak theoretical performance (depending 
on the number of processors and the grid 
resolution: a finer grid will require rela-
tively more time to be spent in the less ef-
ficient advection routines). In a pilot pro-
ject, the code has been ported to gPU. It 
turned out that the code performed about
8 times faster on one powerful gPU (Te-
sla M2070) compared to one CPU. This is 
not significant enough to justify using a 
gPU. The limitation is due to the very lim-
ited cache size of the gPU: the size of the 
chemistry requires less than 200 double 
precision floats, which fits nicely in the 
highest level CPU cache, but not in the 
gPU cache.
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challenging task due to a significant in-
crease in complexity compared to single-
phase flows. The challenges are not only 
addressed to the extra number of phases 
involved and the physical processes occur-
ring in each phase. The phases are also 
interacting with each other. Multiphase 
flows and in particular dispersed flows are 
frequently encountered in a variety of im-
portant process facilities in the chemical 
reactors. 

The two most general modeling approach-
es are the Euler-Lagrangian and Euler-
Euler methods. Due to the heavy com-
putational cost for the Euler-Lagrangian 
method, the Euler-Euler method is com-
paratively widely used in modeling and 
optimizing the multiphase flow and reac-
tions in chemical reactors. But even for 
the Euler- Euler approach, the running 
cost is still a challenge. For a three-fluid 
gas- solid-solid model, around 20 trans-
port equations plus dozens of constitutive 
equations need to be solved iteratively, 
for a general simulation for an industri-
al scale reactor. These computations take 
weeks or months to get a solution if an or-
dinary PC is applied. A supercomputer can 
run the simulations considerably faster. 
The reactor technology group at NTNU has 
applied Euler-Euler models in modeling 

fluidized bed reactors using supercomput-
ing for many years. Some typical results 
are summarized below. 

Reactive multiphase flow modeling for 
sE-sMR reactors with CO2 capture
In the synthesis gas and hydrogen produc-
tion industry, natural gas is an important 
raw material. Utilizing natural gas synthe-
sis gas is an intermediate product being 
feedstock for many important downstream 
processes like methanol production, gaso-
line and diesel production (gTL) via the 
Fischer-Tropsch process, ammonia and 
DME production. Alternatively, both the 
syngas and hydrogen can be used as fuel 
in combustion processes. Hydrogen can 
also be used as fuels, in fuel cells and 
in other chemical processes like refinery 
hydro treating, etc.

In the synthesis gas production process, 
an established technology consisting of 
steam-methane-reforming (SMR) fol-
lowed by the water-gas-shift (WgS) has 
often been used. As methane is the major 
component in natural gas, the main chem-
ical reaction in SMR is:

    (1)

MODELING REACTIVE MUlTI-PHASE FlOWS IN FLUIDIZED BED REACTORS
Application to Novel Energy Efficient and Environmental 
Friendly Chemical Processes with Co2 Capture

Computational fluid dynamics has become a valuable tool for studying systems involving flow dynamics, species 
mass and heat transfer, and chemical reactions. The heavy computational cost and memory  requirements are 
still severe challenges for these calculations. Supercomputer applications can perform the simulations fast 
either using parallel computation or using multi-nodes separately. The reactor technology group members at 
NTNU have successfully used supercomputing to simulate multiphase flows in bubble bed and riser reactors 
applied to sorption enhanced-steam methane reforming (SE-SMR) with Co2 capture.

introduction 
With the significant development in com-
puter hardware and numerical algorithms 
in the past several decades, computation-
al fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an im-
portant tool to investigate systems involv-
ing fluid flow, mass and heat transfer, and 
chemical reactions. CFD offers the ability 
to study systems with a large number of 
configurations and with a wide range of op-
erating conditions within acceptable time 
limits and lower cost compared to per-
forming experiments. Thus, CFD holds a 
great potential to support and complement 
experi mental investigations which are 
mainly restricted to a reduced set of con-
figurations and operating conditions. 

Furthermore, CFD has proved to be an im-
portant tool in design development of in-
dustrial products and processes by pre-
dicting the operational performance of the 
system, making design evaluations, deter-
mining design sensitivities and optimiza-
tion. Since, the tool provides good accura-
cy for a host of single-phase flows, it has 
been integrated into a wide range of appli-
cation areas (e.g. aerospace-, ship- and car 
industry, meteorology and environmental 
engineering). CFD also holds a great prom-
ise for multiphase flows, although obtain-
ing accurate solutions is a much more 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for one possible type of CFB system for SERP

The main chemical reaction in WgS is:

   (2)

In SMR, a nickel-based catalyst is used, 
and the chemical reaction is carried out at 
the temperature range of 750-900°C [1]. 
In WgS, Fe or Cu-based catalyst is often 
used, and the reaction is carried out at a 
temperature of 400°C. 
 
Due to the present environmental prob-
lems, sequestration of CO2 has been more 
and more focused in recent years. 
Hence, a novel concept named sorp-
tion enhanced reaction process 
(SERP) has been introduced in hy-
drogen production. The adsorption of 
CO2  drives the equilibrium reactions 
[1] and [2] towards the right produc-
ing more hydrogen compared to the 
conventional reforming process. The 
SMR and WgS can be combined in a 
single reactor unit, and carried out at 
a relatively low temperature. In the 
SE-SMR process, only the SMR cata-
lyst and the CO2-sorbent are used. 
Two reactor types have been consid-
ered for this process, the fixed bed 
and the fluidized bed reactors. In both 
cases one reactor unit is used to pro-
duce hydrogen and adsorb  CO2, and 
a second reactor unit is used for de-
sorption of CO2. The desorption or 
regeneration process for the CO2-
sorbent is either controlled by tem-
perature or pressure swing. Pres-
sure swing can be applied to fixed 
bed reactors. In the hydrogen pro-
duction process, the reactor is pres-
surized (e.g., 4-5 bar) [5], whereas 

the CO2-sorbent regeneration process is 
carried out at atmos pheric conditions. 
Tempera ture swing can also be used for 
fixed bed reactors . For example, the hydro-
gen production reactor might be operat-
ed at a relatively low temperature (e.g., 
450°C), and the regeneration reactor is 
operated at a relatively high temperature 
(e.g., 900°C) for desorption of CO2-sorb-
ent [2]. Fluidized bed is considered a pos-
sible future reactor design for the SERP 
as it has many advantages compared to 
fixed beds. In a circulating fluidized bed, 
consisting of a reactor unit plus a regen-
erator unit, the sorption and desorption of 

CO2-sorbent are operated in a continuous 
mode. The complicated fixed bed reactor 
switching between two reactor units are 
thus not needed. For regeneration of the 
sorbent, a pressure swing process is not 
applicable because pressure gradients in 
the open system will cause problems with 
the flow directions. Temperature swing is 
the only choice for a CFB reactor. If a tem-
perature-swing process is applied, one 
possible type of arrangement for the fluid-
ized bed reactor and regenerator is shown 
in Figure 1. Two types of solid particles ex-
ist in the system, the CO2-sorbent and the 
SMR catalyst. As the reactor operates at 

relatively low temperatures, the 
sorbent particles which are heat-
ed in the regene rator unit enter  
into the regene rator ensuring 
heat inte gration between the two 
reactor  units.  At the top of the re-
actor, using a grading separator, 
the hydrogen and the CO2-sorbent 
are separated from the catalyst. 
The down comer containing the 
catalyst does not need heating. In 
the regenerator, only CO2-sorbent 
exists, so the regenerator mini-
mizes the heating energy  supply.

In order to describe the gas- 
catalyst- sorbent multiphase 
reactive  flow with the SMR and 
CO2 capture reactions, several 
multi-fluid model closures based 
on the kinetic theory of granu-
lar flow concept have been estab-
lished [6,7,8]. generally around 
20 transport equations plus doz-
ens of constitutive equations need 
to be solved iteratively consider-
ing a three-fluid model simula-
tion for an industrial scale reactor. 
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riser reactor. For a laboratory or small-
scale industrial bubble bed reactor mod-
eling, not so many grid nodes are used 
axially as in riser flow modeling. An alter-
native way to utilize the computer is to run 
several single node case study simulations 
using multi-processors in order to obtain 
more long term results within a given time 
period. Figure 2 shows simulation results 
obtained applying a supercomputer in a bi-
nary particle segregation study of a bub-
ble bed reactor. In the SE-SMR reactors, 

the binary particles (sorbents and cata-
lysts) can segregate due to the property 
difference. The simulation results show 
a reason able agreement with the exper-
imental data. one case study did run for 
about one week, which can save about 50-
70% running time compared to a standard 
PC for each case.

Figure 3 shows the axial hydrogen purity 
distribution comparison between an SMR 
and SE-SMR process, the hydrogen puri-
ty at the SE-SMR process is much higher 
than at the SMR. Figure 4 shows the axial 
temperature distribution for the two pro-
cesses. For SMR, due to the endothermic 
reaction, the temperature drops about 4 
degrees. For SE-SMR, due to the addition 
of the exothermic reaction of Co2 adsorp-
tion, the outlet temperature hardly drops 
at all compared to the inlet.

Figure 5 shows the sorbents flow profiles 
for in the Co2 adsorption process. Where 
x is the relative adsorption which is the 
ratio of amount of Co2 adsorbed q to the 
maximum adsorption ability qmax. The in-
ner-circulation of the particles ensures an 
even temperature distribution in the bed.

Figure 6 shows the hydrogen purity distri-
bution for the SE-SMR process, and Figure 
7 shows the corresponding sorbent-cata-
lyst segregation. As the SE-SMR process 
develops, the weight of the sorbents in-
creases and the density difference be-
tween the sorbents and catalysts decreas-
es, so the binary particles gradually tend 
to be well-mixed from the segregation 
state.  As the sorbents are either at the 

Such computations take weeks or months 
using a standard PC. A supercomputer can 
run these simulations considerably faster. 
Riser  reactors are generally characterized 
by a comparatively small diameter and big 
axial length. A wise parallel computation 
option is to distribute numerous optimal 
processors axially in order to have compar-
atively less data communication time and 
faster total speed-up. For a general bubble 
fluidized bed reactor modeling, the length-
diameter ratio is much smaller than the 

Figure 2. Comparison between the experimental (upper) and simulation (lower) results for binary particle segregation in a 
bubble bed reactor.

Figure 3. Axial hydrogen purity dis-
tribution for SMR and SE-SMR.

Figure 4. gas temperature distribu-
tion for SMR and SE-SMR.
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upper area of the bed or well-mixed with 
the catalysts, the adsorption of Co2 can al-
ways play the sorption-enhanced role.

Conclusion and Outlook
The present reactive multi-phase flow 
modeling of the separate fluidized bed 
reactor units with application of SE-SMR 
provided novel results within reasonable 
time limits due to the use of the super-
computer. The reactor system consist-
ing of the reactor, separator, regenerator 
and some connecting pipes and valves is 
shown in Figure 1. The present demand 
considers coupled modeling and simula-
tion of the whole circulating fluidized bed 

reactor which includes all the units of 
the reactor system. The running cost for 
such calculations will be more than dou-
bled compared to the present decoupled 
unit simulations, thus parallel computa-
tion and application of the supercomputer 
will be even more important in the near 
future. 

other novel energy efficient and environ-
mental friendly chemical processes with 
Co2 capture operated in similar configu-
rations of the circulating fluidized bed re-
actor, like chemical looping, can be in-
vestigated using the same modeling 
framework.   
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Figure 5. Flow profiles of 
sorbents for an SE-SMR 
reactor.
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Figure 6. Hydrogen purity distribu-
tion in the SE-SMR process.

Figure 7. Particle segregations in 
the SE-SMR process.
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introduction 
Just like weather forecasting, prediction of 
the ocean weather relies on supercomput-
ers. This dates back to professor vilhelm K. 
Bjerknes who as early as in 1904 in his fa-
mous paper [1] entitled “Das Problem der 
Wettervorhersage, betrachtet vom Stand-
punkte der Mechanik und der Physik” stat-
ed that “If it is true, what most scientific 
persons think, that the atmospheric state 
at any time can be developed from its ear-
lier state using physical laws, then it fol-
lows that the necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a rational solution to the problem 
of weather forecasting is 1) a sufficiently 
accurate knowledge of the present atmos-
pheric state, and 2) a sufficiently accurate 
knowledge of the equations that govern the 
development of the atmosphere from one 
state to the next”. 

Like in numerical weather prediction 
(NWP), we predict the ocean weather by 
solving the equations that govern the de-
velopment of the ocean from one state to 
the next on supercomputers (Numerical 
ocean Weather Prediction - NoWP). The 
NoWP model is therefore a set of com-
puter code instructions based on a set of 
finite difference equations (FDE) that ap-
proximates the continuous, partial differ-
ential equations. The further prediction of 
drift and spreading of oil, nutrients, etc., re-
quires an additional set of FDEs based on 

the continuous equations that governs their 
development. Non-linearities in several of 
these governing equations give rise to cha-
otic motions, in the models as well as in na-
ture. The quality of a forecast therefore not 
only depends on the quality of the comput-
er code, that is, Bjerknes’ second require-
ment, but is also tightly linked to the first, 
that is, the quality of the initial conditions. 

Based on Bjerknes’ first requirement, a 
well developed network for observing the 
state of the atmosphere exists today. The 
importance of it cannot be underestimated 
regarding the accuracy of today’s atmos-
pheric weather predictions. For the ocean 
much less data is available, but this will 
hopefully also improve rapidly due to new 
technical development with e.g. long-lived 
autonomous observing instruments.

Ocean weather prediction
Similar to atmospheric weather, strong 
and sometimes extreme current events, 
are associated with fronts, jets, meanders 
and eddies. The latter is akin to the atmos-
pheric low and high pressure system, but 
in contrast to their atmospheric siblings 
the size of ocean eddies is small in com-
parison. In Norwegian waters the typi-
cal diameter is about 10-50 km (Figure 1), 
while in the atmosphere the low pressure 
systems have diameters about 500-1000 
km. Another peculiar feature of the ocean 

To predict the drift and spreading of nutrients, algae blooms, oil and contaminants in the ocean, one of the key 
elements besides wind and waves is accurate predictions of ocean currents, temperature and salinity or “ocean 
weather”. The same is true regarding drift of floating objects such as ships, small crafts, containers, man over-
board, icebergs and sea-ice. In addition, such predictions are of crucial importance for the offshore industry, 
fisheries and for marine operations in general. The prediction of the ocean weather is, however, a continuous 
quest for more computer power and capacity.
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is the existence of very sharp fronts, some-
times as small as meters (Figure 2). These 
fronts, that usually separate two distinct 
water masses, are very important for the 
distribution of nutrients and drift of ob-
jects, but are intrinsically difficult to model 
correctly in space and time.

To arrive at the FDEs that govern the oceanic  
motion, we work with finite distances  be-
tween points in three-dimensional  space 
and time. The distance between the spatial 
points is referred to as the grid size. The 
smaller the grid size the higher the reso-
lution. The number of floating point oper-
ations to be performed at each grid point 
times the number of grid points multiplied 
by the number of variables to be comput-
ed for each time step then determines the 
computational burden. 

Since the sizes of ocean eddies are com-
paratively small, there are some obvious, 

albeit important, consequences regarding 
the need for computer capacity and pow-
er. First, to capture the oceanic weather 
we need to employ a relatively small grid 
size. In Norwegian waters, it should ide-
ally be about 1-2 km or less. Second, for 
numerical stability reasons the relatively 
small grid size means that the time steps 
must be smaller too. Thus to cover a given 
geographical area, the demand for com-
puter power and capacity is much larger 
for the ocean than for the atmosphere. In 
fact, although today's computers are large 
enough to predict the weather globally 
with a reasonable accuracy one to five days 
ahead, they are still too small to be able to 
globally predict the ocean weather with the 
same accuracy.

The solution we adopt, given today’s avail-
able computers, is to use multiple nest-
ed models. Thus we start with a model 
cover ing a large geographical area, for in-
stance the northern part of the Atlantic 
and the Arctic, as exemplified in Figure 3. 
This model employs a very coarse grid in 
the horizontal, say 20 km. We then insert a 
second model into the first one with a much 
higher resolution, say a grid size of 4 km, 
which then covers a much smaller area 
(e.g., the Nordic Seas as shown in Figure 3). 
In turn we insert a third model into the sec-
ond one employing an even finer grid. The 
innermost model shown in Figure 3 has for 
instance a grid size of 800 m. We may even 
go further and insert an even finer model to 
cover fjord areas, e.g., the Sognefjord, and 
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Figure 1. Displayed are typical meanders and ed-
dies in the Lofoten vesterålen area produced with the 
NorKyst-800 version of the ocean model RoMS [3]. 
The diameters of the eddies are about 50 km. The grid 
size of the model is 800 m and is a cut out of the full 
NorKyst-800 domain (Figure 5). The color bar indicates 
the speed. The maximum speeds in eddies are about 1 
m/s (black color). This may be compared to the average 
speeds in the ocean which are about 10 cm/s. 

Figure 2. Photograph of a front in the ocean. The one depicted is from the Larviksfjord looking eastward towards 
Eftang. The depicted front is only a few meters across and separates the Skagerrak water (to the right) from the 
brackish water due to the Numedalslåg river discharging its fresh water into the Larviksfjord (to the left). Courtesy 
Jan Magnusson.



 

Figure 4. Displayed is an example of a fine grid (500 m) 
covering an area around the Moskenesøya in the Lo-
foten Archipelago. The blue color marks the water while 
the white staircase area with the grid in red marks the 
model land. Black solid lines mark the real land-sea 
boundary. As shown, the model’s land-sea boundary is 
different from the real one. For instance, we observe 
that narrow straits and sounds are enlarged compared 
to reality. Likewise, some islands are dropped, and the 
innermost parts of inlets and fjords are masked as land. 
To properly capture these narrow sounds, islands and 
inlets an even finer horizontal grid is required.
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hours forecast is a formidable computa-
tional task indeed. An additional constraint 
is that such a forecast must be in hand in a 
few hours time to be of value. 

Another important aspect regarding the 
drift and spreading of, e.g., oil and contam-
inants, is that most accidents that give rise 
to discharges of hazardous material happen 
in near shore areas. Prominent and recent 
Norwegian examples are the “Full City” ac-
cident on July, 31, 2009 close to Langesund 
[4], and the “godafoss” accident on Febru-
ary 18, 2011 in the National Park, Hvaler. As 
mentioned, even 500-800 m grids are prob-
ably not sufficient. To accurately predict 
for instance beaching in areas with many 
narrow sounds and straits requires even 
smaller grid sizes to be employed.

The golden Trader accident
on September 10, the merchant ship golden 
Trader collided with a fishing boat about 20 
nautical miles west of Thyborøn. As a result, 
about 200-300 m3 of heavy bunker oil was 
spilled into the sea. The collision happened 
in relatively calm weather (wind about 5-10 
m/s), but about a day later remnants of the 
tropical hurricane Katia reached Scandina-
via. As a result, strong essentially western 

winds in the Skagerak area followed. oil 
from the accident was observed with flight 
surveillance on September 12. No further 
observations of the oil spill were observed 
until it stranded on Tjörn island on the 
Swedish west coast at about noon on Sep-
tember 15. Small amounts of oil were also 
observed near Hvaler, but there were only 
small amounts of oil beaching along Nor-
wegian coast lines. We get an apprecia-
tion of the usefulness of having high reso-
lution NoWP models by looking at Figure 6. 
The figure shows the drift and spreading of 
oil after the golden Trader accidents using 
three different model simulations (and from 
two depths at each simulation). As observed, 
the model simulations predicted that a ma-
jor part of the oil should end up in the area 
of Tjörn on the Swedish west coast in agree-
ment with observations. Notably, oil drift 
simulations done by Norwegian, Swedish 
and Danish forecasting centers show a sim-
ilar development of the oil spill indicating 
that the oil drift simulations are very robust 
for this specific case. In fact, the simulations 

so on until we reach the required resolution 
for a given geographical area.

An example of a fine NoWP grid is shown in 
Figure 4, displaying a 500 m grid around the 
island Moskenesøya in the Lofoten Archipel-
ago. This grid is even finer than the grid em-
ployed in the recently developed NoWP mod-
el NorKyst-800 model ([2], [3]), which was 
used to produce the currents shown in Fig-
ure 1. We note that even a 500-800 m grid 
is insufficient to accurately resolve the nar-
row sounds, straits and inlets present. To 
get water  through sounds and into inlets we 
must enlarge the narrow sounds and we have 
to neglect islands here and there. Thus the 
model’s rendition of the land-sea boundary is 
different from the real one, with serious im-
plication regarding beaching of, e.g., oil.

When in operation, the NorKyst-800 m 
model will cover the entire Norwegian coast 
with a grid of 800 m (Figure 5). The num-
ber of horizontal grid points is 2600 by 900, 
that is, 2.34 million points in the horizontal 
alone. For each horizontal point there are 
35 depth levels giving a total of 81.9 million 
grid points in the three-dimensional space. 
The time step required is on the order of 
one minute or less. Hence, to compute a 48 

Figure 3. Example of tri-
ply nested model system. 
The outermost model is 
a coarse grid model (grid 
size 20 km) covering the 
northern North Atlantic 
and the adjacent seas com-
prised of the Arctic ocean, 
the North Sea/ Skagerrak 
and the Barents Sea. In-
serted is a finer grid model 
(grid size 4 km) covering 
the Nordic Seas comprised 
of the Norwegian, green-
land and Iceland Seas 
and the adjacent North 
Sea and Barents  Sea. The 
NorKyst-800 model, cover-
ing the Norwegian coast-
line (cf. Figure 5) is the 
innermost model (grid size 
800 m). The colors of the 
outermost model indicate 
the sea surface tempera-
ture distribution, while the 
white contour lines trace 
out the sea ice concentra-
tion. The gray and black 
contour lines indicate 
the bottom depth of the 4 
km and 800 m resolution 
models , respectively.



 

Figure 5. Depicted is the full domain of the NorKyst-800 
model, covering the Norwegian coast from the Swedish 
border in the south to the Russian border in the north-
east (cf. Figure 3). The color shows the model bottom 
depth (in meters) in accord with the color bar to the 
right.

Figure 6. Displayed are the pathways of oil associated 
with the golden Trader accident on September 10, 2011. 
There are six different pathways resulting from six dif-
ferent simulations using two different models, two grid 
sizes and currents at two different depths (surface and 
3 m). Note that all pathways are similar from the point 
of the accident west of Denmark and towards Tjörn at 
the Swedish west coast. Afterwards the spread in the 
pathways is obvious.
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were very useful for Swedish authorities to 
identify the polluter, and were used to make 
a case that the oil spill on Tjörn was plausi-
ble to come from golden Trader.

We also notice that although all the simu-
lation agrees fairly well regarding the drift 
pathways from where the accident hap-
pened towards Tjörn, they deviate north of 
Tjörn. The reason is found in the difference 
between the simulations, of which the ma-
jor difference is the application of different 
grid sizes (1.5 km versus 4 km). Employ-
ing higher resolution (decreasing grid size) 
tends to create more ocean weather (more 
eddies in particular). Thus two simulations 
of different grid size tend to result in differ-
ent weather patterns, resulting in differenc-
es in the spread between the drift simula-
tions. In this particular case, the winds were 
strong just after the time of the accident (ac-
cidents usually happen in bad weather) and 
hence the surface currents were domi nated 
by the wind forcing, explaining why the sim-
ulated pathways all agree so well towards 
Tjörn. once they got that far, the winds re-
laxed and the further spreading northward 
experienced eddies explaining the larger 
spread in the pathways. 

Challenges ahead
The quest for computer power for the 
ocean weather prediction problem is far 
from over yet. As we move our focus from 
the open ocean towards the coast and near 

shore areas, the need for higher mod-
el resolution continues to rise. This quest 
for higher resolution presents us with yet 
another challenge. Just like nature itself, 
high-resolution models are very turbulent. 
They are filled with jets, meanders and ed-
dies on progressively smaller scales that 
are hard for a model to predict in their cor-
rect position at the right time. With today's 
modern computational codes, we have 
come a long way towards Bjerknes' second  
requirement, that is, we do have suffici-
ently accurate knowledge of the equa-
tions that govern the development of the 
ocean from one state to the next. How ever, 
because of limited observations of the 
real ocean state, we are a long way from 
achieving his first requirement, that is, an 
accurate knowledge of the ocean’s initial 
state. This latter problem gives rise to the 
well known butterfly effect [5] that deterio-
rates the reliability of any one prediction. 
To make things even worse the problem 
gets more severe with higher resolution. 

The practical solution to the latter problem 
is the generation of probabilistic forecasts 
based on an ensemble of model integra-
tions. So instead of producing one fore-
cast, we may produce a whole lot of them, 
each one started from slightly different ini-
tial conditions and forced by slightly differ-
ent boundary conditions. The cloud of solu-
tions formed by all the different forecasts 
gives a more reliable estimate of what the 

real ocean will be like. Ensemble forecast-
ing is in fact the basis for today’s atmos-
pheric weather prediction (NWP). With 
comparably many fewer observations of 
true ocean currents to constrain the ocean 
models, one can argue that the need for 
ensemble forecasts is even greater for 
ocean forecasting than it is for NWP. 

The new supercomputer to be installed 
at NoTUR is therefore much welcome. 
In fact it has prompted us to develop the 
NorKyst-800 model [2], [3], and also to 
start experimenting with ensemble ocean 
forecasting. Both developments are im-
possible to perform on the present com-
puter systems at NoTUR. We are thus 
enthusiastically awaiting the new super-
computer at NoTUR , and even eagerly 
waiting for the next generations of future 
supercomputers.
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SEISMIC IMAgINg 
and INvERSIoN

Reflection seismics is one of the most important methods for mapping the upper part of the crust of 
the earth. It is of great importance for the exploration of hydrocarbons and also for optimizing pro-
duction from existing oil and gas fields. New hydrocarbon reservoirs are increasingly harder to find 
and have forced exploration activities into ever more complex geological areas, thereby increasing the 
demand for new seismic imaging technology.  Examples of such areas are reservoirs below large salt 
bodies which are hard to image because of the distortion caused by the overlying salt.
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Professor
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The raw material for creating seismic im-
ages of geological formations is reflect-
ed sound waves generated by an artifi-
cial source at the surface. The mechanical 
properties of the geological structures 
deter mine the strength and arrival times of 
the reflected seismic waves, implying that 
rock properties such as elastic moduli and 
density in principle could be obtained from 
seismic data. The elastic sound waves are 
described by elastodynamic differential 
equations, where the coefficients are the 
density and elastic moduli as functions of 
two horizontal coordinates and depth. In 
general there is a non-linear relationship 
between the coeffients and the measure-
ments at the surface. To obtain estimates 
of the density and elastic moduli, a large, 
highly non-linear inverse problem must be 
solved. The full solution to this problem is 
not completely known and is the subject of 
research projects around the world. What 
is known is that even very approximate 
solutions  require large amounts of com-
pute resources, both in terms of storage 
capacity and cpu-time.

seismic imaging
Standard practice by the industry to solve 
the non-linear seismic inverse problem 
is to introduce gross simplifications and 
solve a set of simplified, approximate dif-
ferential equations. In effect, the problem 
is linearized around some initial estimate 

of the density and elastic moduli, and the 
output from these calculations is a correc-
tion of the initial estimate in the form of 
scattering or reflection coefficients. The 
approach is generally known as seismic 
migration or seismic imaging. A graphi-
cal display of the reflection coefficients 
gives an image which can be interpreted 
in terms of borders or interfaces between 
geological formations. An example of a 
seismic image is shown in Figure 1 (Arnts-
en et al. 2009), which was created from an 
input data file of approximately 100gB and 
required 21 days of computing on a clus-
ter with 500 cpus. very often input data-
sets are much larger, on the order of tens 
of TB, requiring months of computing on 
large clusters.

Current research efforts have concentrat-
ed on improving the accuracy of linearized 
solutions and recovering reliable quanti-
tative information from the reflection co-
efficients, in addition to images of the 
subsurface.

seismic modeling
An important step towards the full solution 
of the seismic non-linear inverse problem 
described above is the solution of the for-
ward problem, i.e. solving the differential 
elastodynamic equations to obtain simu-
lated measurements at the surface when 
the density and elastic moduli of the sub-
surface are known. This is a linear prob-
lem, and can be solved using standard nu-
merical methods. An often used method 
is the finite-difference approach which in-
volves discretization of the elasto dynamic 
equations on a regular three-dimensional 
grid. Computationally, there are two main 

challenges; the size of the grid and the 
number of simulations required to model 
a full seismic survey. The number of grid 
nodes is determined by the wavelengths 
of the waves and the size of the compu-
tational domain. For a realistic simula-
tion, this implies that the computational 
grids need between 1 and 100 gB of stor-
age. Large simulations thus require either 
out-of-core solutions or the use of do-
main decomposition. With today’s stand-
ard hardware, a single simulation can be 
performed in a few hours on a single  cpu. 
However, a realistic seismic survey may 
require several hundred thous and of sim-
ulations to be performed. 

Each of these simulations are independ-
ent and are usually parallelized on a clus-
ter with several thousand cpus.  

Apart from the solution of the inverse 
problem, simulation of seismic surveys 
are extensively used for verifying and test-
ing the layout of seismic sources and de-
tectors before a real survey is performed. 
Figure 2 (Houbiers et al. 2009) shows 
simu lations of two surveys across the Hei-
drun field in the North Sea. The computa-
tional time was approximately 12 days on 
a linux cluster generating about 1.5 TB of 
output data for each of the surveys.

seismic inversion
During the last twenty years, several at-
tempts have been made to solve the full 
non-linear seismic inverse problem de-
scribed above. The most successful at-
tempts have used a least squares param-
eter estimation technique. The general 
idea is to compute simulated seismic data 

Figure 1. Seismic image (vertical cross-section) of a 
salt dome in the Barents Sea. (From Arntsen et al, 2009)

NewNew Conventional

Faults less 
sharp

Figure 2. Seismic model-
ing of two different sur-
veys on the Heidrun field 
showing  the reflection 
strength on a horizon-
tal slice of 20 x 20 km 
through the reservoir. The 
left image shows simulat-
ed data using a new novel 
survey design, while the 
image on the right shows 
simulated data from a 
conventional survey de-
sign (From Houbiers et al, 
2009). 
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by solving the forward problem for some 
initial  guess of the density and elastic para-
meters. The simulated measurements 
are then compared with real measure-
ments and the difference is used to com-
pute new estimates of the density and the 
elastic parameters.  Usually many itera-
tions, up to several hundred, are required 
before the solution converges. Since a full 
seismic simulation is required for every 
iteration , the computational effort  is huge. 
Compute times of several months on large 
scale clusters with thousands of cpus have 
been reported by research groups.

A small scale two-dimensional example  of 
a non-linear inversion scheme is illustrated  
in Figure 3. This scheme uses an approach 
where the surface measure ments are not 
directly compared to simulated measure-
ments, instead the comparison is per-
formed after the real measurements have 
been focused into an image. The focus ing 
is done numeric ally and the quality of the 
image, basically the “sharpness” and “fo-
cus”, can be mathematically described 
and related to the input  elastic param-
eters. By optimizing the focus , it is pos-
sible to estimate the seismic wave veloc-
ity, which is a direct function of the elastic 
moduli. Computationally, the method uses 
a finite- difference technique where the 
subsurface is divided into equal size grid 
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Figure 3. a) Initial guess of the seismic wave velocity 
b) Estimated seismic wave velocity using a non-linear 
optimization technique starting from the initial guess in 
a). c) True seismic velocities. (From Weibull and Arn-
tsen, 2010).

cells. Unfortunately the grid-cells have 
to be rather small (~5  meters) compared 
to the horizontal and lateral extent  of the 
grid, which is often of the order  of 10km. 
For a full three- dimensional solution , this 
requires computer systems with large 
amounts of memory, and in addition large 
disk capacity , for storing both input and 
output data up to several TB for a single 
survey. 

Seismic modeling, imaging and inversi-
on are very important for exploration and 
production of hydrocarbons. Current re-
search indicates that a full solution of 
the seismic inverse problem is possible, 
but only through massive use of compute 
power. Typically clusters with fast storage 
systems of the order of hundreds of TB 
and compute power of tens of Tflops  are 
necessary. 
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PRACE decided earlier in 2011 to fund six prototype compute systems 
that have been (or are being) installed at host centres of PRACE part-
ners. one of the proto type systems is installed at the University of oslo.
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PRACE
The Partnership for Advanced Computing in 
Europe (PRACE) is a Research Infrastruc-
ture that provides access to computing and 
data management resources and services 
for large-scale scientific and engineering ap-
plications at the highest performance level. 
PRACE allows researchers from across Eu-
rope to apply for time on high-performance 
computers from a series of hosting nations 
via a central peer review process. The mission 
of PRACE is to enable high impact European 
scientific discovery and engineering research 
and development across all disciplines to en-
hance European competitiveness for the ben-
efit of society. The PRACE Research Infra-
structure presently has 21 member countries 
whose representative organizations consti-
tute the pan-European supercomputing infra-
structure. PRACE is the only ESFRI initiative 
on eInfrastructure. The central office of the 
PRACE Association is located in Brussels.

Presently, the PRACE Research Infra-
structure includes three 'Tier-0' resour-
ces with a peak performance of more than 

one Petaflop. PRACE also enables cross- 
national access to national 'Tier-1' compute  
resources , via the Distributed European  
Computing Initiative (DECI). There are pres-
ently more than 15 Tier-1 resources.

Prototype systems
one of the activities in the first Implemen-
tation Phase of PRACE (PRACE-1IP, 2010-
2012) is to investigate emerging technol-
ogies to support future decisions for the 
procurement of large HPC systems. For this 
purpose, PRACE decided earlier in 2011 to 
award funding to six prototype compute sys-
tems that are installed and operated by host 
centres of the PRACE partners.

one of these prototype systems is presently 
being installed at the University of oslo. The 
prototype system will be used to evaluate 
Numascale technology on a large scale for 
advanced research computation. The Numa-
scale technology enables the use of com-
modity servers to build scalable computer 
systems that share CPUs, memory and I/o 
resources under a single  operating system 

image. IBM provides the 
servers for the proto-
type system. The Numa-
Connect Adapter  cards 
and fabric connect the 
servers to form a single  
image ccNUMA system  
(Figure 1). As such, 
Numa Connect technol-
ogy enables applications 
to scale beyond a single 
main board. In principle, 
this approach is more 
cost efficient than al-
ternative ways of build-
ing large shared mem-
ory systems , and easier 

to use than standard clusters. Alternatively, 
the NumaConnect technology can be used 
as low latency clustering interconnect.

The prototype system consists of 72 IBM 
x3755 servers, each with two 12-core AMD 
6174 CPUs and 64 gigabyte memory. With 
this, a single system image can be created  
with 1728 cores and 4.5 Terabyte memory . 
The technology also allows partitioning 
of the prototype system in more than one 
system  image. The topology for the inter-
connect is a 3D torus.

The NumaConnect technology is especially 
interesting for tasks that require large mem-
ory or for problems consisting of tightly cou-
pled elements. Such types of problems are 
common in scientific domain areas such as 
life sciences, climate research and solar 
physics. Access to a system with large shared 
memory makes it easier for the researchers 
to program their models without having to 
(data-)partition their problems, as is neces-
sary today on distributed-memory systems 
(clusters) using the de-facto standard  MPI.

The prototype system is financed in part 
by (FP7-funded project) PRACE-1IP and in 
part by the Notur II project (funded by the 
Research  Council of Norway). The University  
of oslo hosts and operates the system. 
Several  European HPC centres that are 
partner in PRACE-1IP will use the system to 
assess  the potential of the Numascale tech-
nology for large scale HPC applications. The 
prototype system will also be made available 
to selected research projects that will bene-
fit from a computational environment with 
large shared memory.

PRACE prototype  
at University of Oslo

Figure 1. A standard cluster (left) consists of a number of collaborating servers 
connected by a network; cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA, 
right) enables these servers to be used as a single system, with coherent cache, 
shared memory and shared I/o. 

Figure 2. At the heart of NumaConnect is 
the NumaChip.
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Reliable and cheap thermo dynamic data 
for mixtures are needed worldwide
one may say that ideal mixtures of chemi-
cals exist only in the university. The mix-
tures used in the industry are normal-
ly non-ideal, because reactions or phase 
transitions take place in concentrated so-
lutions. In order to assess these process-
es, thermodynamic data are needed for 
such complicated mixtures. The data are 
very expensive and time consuming to 
obtain  from experiments. 

With the present state of development of 
computational chemistry, the methods 
and accuracy in the calculation of such 
data has improved so much, that it is re-
alistic to avoid routine experiments. Still 
the computer time needed for the calcula-
tions can be prohibitive. We describe a re-
cent development that may solve also the 
last problem (1).

Computing Kirkwood-Buff integrals
on their 2007 website,w the “Industrial 
Fluid
Properties Simulation Collective” (2) an-
nounced a competition for method de-
velopment to predict more reliable liquid 
mixture properties. A team from Denmark
won for their work on improving the Kirk-
wood-Buff method (3-5). This method can
be used to obtain partial molar volumes, 
partial molar enthalpies, compressibilities
and activity coefficients for complex binary
and multi-component systems, properties
that are otherwise difficult to obtain direct-
ly from simulations, or from experiments.

The Kirkwood-Buff integral method (5) 
was developed during the last half of the 
previous century. The method uses inte-
grals of the radial distribution functions 
over the volume of the system. The radi-
al distribution function of a component 2 
with respect to 1 is given by the probabil-

ity to find particle 2 as 
the distance from parti-
cle 1 increases. Clear-
ly, within the radius of 
1 itself, the probability 
is zero. In the first shell 
surrounding 1, there is 
a finite probability to 
find 2, depending on 
the mixture composi-
tion. As the distance 
from the particle in-
creases, the radial dis-
tribution function will 
approach zero. How-
ever, for complex liq-
uids this function con-
verges slowly, and this 
seriously hampers the 
practical use of the 
method.

The problem is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
we see the variation in the integrals for in-
teraction between particles 1-1, 1-2 and 
2-2, plotted against the distance between 
the particles, for a mixture consisting of 
two types of particles with only repulsive 
interaction. The repulsions between the 
1-2 pair is 10 times higher than between 
the 1-1 and 2-2 pair. The mole fraction of 
particle 2 is 0.3. The figure indicates how 
the integral does not converge as the in-
tegration limit is increased. In this case 
one has two options: fitting the “tail” with 
some function, or use a larger simulation 
box. Either way, it is necessary to make a 
choice where to truncate the values.

An alternative method
Together with collaborators (1), we have 
recently discovered a new way to obtain 
those cumbersome integrals faster, and 
with a much higher precision than before. 
Rather than calculating the big system, we 
chose to take snapshots of a small system 
within a big reservoir, which to some ex-
tent controls the small system. The sam-
pling is shown in principle in Fig. 2.

It was shown theoretically (1) that the 
small system’s thermodynamic proper-
ties vary with the inverse of the length of 
the system. This crucial discovery makes it 
possible to find the large system’s proper-
ties by extrapolating to an infinite length. An 
example of such an extrapolation is shown 
in Fig. 3, for the same conditions as in  
Fig. 1.

Nanothermodynamics and large scale-
thermodynamics are linked!
The fact that we can use a few small sys-
tems, to obtain reliable properties of the 
mixture in the thermodynamic limit, has 
several implications.

COMPUTiNg  
THERMO DyNAMiC PROPERTiEs  
OF NON-iDEAl MiXTUREs

Figure 1. Integrals of the radial distribution functions for g11, g12 and g22 in a binary 
mixture of particles with repulsive interaction. The lines are the cumulative inte-
gral with upper boundary R. The distance, R, is measured in terms of molecular 
radii of component 1. 
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Thermodynamic data are essential for process modelling. Such data are often difficult and expensive 
to obtain. Computational methods can now to a large extent replace such experiments. We describe 
one such method, developed by us, which was placed october this year in the library of Faculty 1000 
among the top 2% of published articles in biology and medicine.

COMPUTiNg  
THERMO DyNAMiC PROPERTiEs  
OF NON-iDEAl MiXTUREs

First, concerning the problem sketched up-
front, a new road has been opened up to ob-
tain Kirkwood-Buff integrals in a much sim-
pler and faster manner. This alone means 
that efforts to compute mixture information 
will be facilitated by reduction in computer 
times by orders of magnitude. With better 
force fields and computer facilities avail-
able, reliable mixture properties can then 
become cheap as well as accurate.

Second, a handle has been obtained on the 
thermodynamic properties of small sys-
tems. This is interesting in itself. “Small” 
in this context means systems with a few 
hundred particles. Their thermodynamic  

properties deviate from those at the larg-
est scale by as much as 50%! Clear-
ly nano scale systems are different from 
their macroscale counterparts, and must 
have their own description, with their own 
interesting story to tell.

Conclusion and perspectives
The findings described above are very re-
cent, and only a few systems have been 
studied. Clearly, there is a need to obtain 
more experience, before the method can 
be put to real use. But because the com-
puter method development has a strong 
theoretical foundation, and also can be 
tested against reality with knowledge of 
realistic force fields, we feel rather confi-
dent about our claims. It will be exciting 
to see where the road will take us – to the 
nanoscale or to the macroscale.

Comments of others
The post-publication review service 
Faculty  1000 comments that: (cita-
tion) Kirkwood-Buff (KB) integrals 
are very useful for characterizing 
thermodynamic  properties of solu-
tion mixtures. In recent years, KB 
integrals and related preferential 
interaction coefficients have been 
used to understand the distribu-
tion of small solutes around biomol-
ecules and to test molecular force 
field. Accurate calculations of KB in-
tegrals, however, are not trivial and 
may require long simu lations. In this 

work, the authors introduced an interesting 
approach based on finite size scaling, and 
the results appear very promising. It would 
be interesting to further explore the method 
in the context of small solute effects on bio-
molecular processes.
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Figure 2. Sampling procedure. A small system is inserted 
in a big reservoir. By varying the size, we can determine 
the size dependence of thermodynamic properties in the 
small system, and extrapolate to a macroscopic system.

Figure 3. Determination of the integrals in the Kirkwood-Buff 
method  using information of a small system in a cube with length L.
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PRACE 
project access

PRACE has published the fourth Regular call for Project 
access, inviting applications for high-end (Tier-0) computing 
resources to carry  out projects which have high scientific 
quality and impact.

The call also invites proposals for project access to  
Tier-1 resources, via DECI, the Distributed European 
Computing Initiative, providing single project cross- national 
access to national (Tier-1) HPC-resources. The DECI call is 
synchronized in preparation for future integrated calls for 
Tier-0 and Tier-1 resources. The deadline for the submission 
of proposals is 10 January 2012. Allocation will be for one 
year starting from 1 May, 2012.

more information on:  
www.notur.no/news/archive/20111114.html

The Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe 
(PRACE) allows researchers from across Europe 
to apply for computing time on high-performance 
computers from a series of hosting partners. 

The Partnership for Advanced Computing (PRACE) has granted 
computing time on one of its Tier-0 (Petascale) systems to the 
first project submitted by Norwegian researchers. The project 
'Physics of the Solar Chromosphere', led by Mats Carlsson of the 
University of oslo, obtained access to HERMIT, the Cray XE6 at 
gCS@HLRS that has 3552 compute nodes, each with two 16-core 
AMD Interlagos CPUs. 

The project aims at a breakthrough in the understanding of 
the solar chromosphere by developing sophisticated radiation-
magnetohydrodynamic simulations. The project was awarded  
21 760 000 computing hours.

First PRACE project  
for Norwegian researchers

 

The EU-funded project HPC-Europa2 calls for 
proposals from researchers working in Europe  to 
visit one of the seven HPC centres in its Trans-
national Access programme. 

The programme offers visiting researchers access to some 
of the most powerful HPC facilities in Europe, consultancy 
from experienced staff, and opportunities to collaborate 
with scientists working in related fields at a relevant local 
research institute. The programme covers travel costs, 
subsistence expenses and accommodation. visits can last 
between 3 weeks and 3 months. The next closing date for 
proposals is February 15, 2012.

more information at www.hpc-europa.org

HPC-Europa2
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The national High Performance Com-
puting research infrastructures of 
Denmark (DCSC), Norway (Notur) and 
Sweden (SNIC) signed in April 2011 an 
agreement with the University of Ice-
land for a pilot project for a joint Nor-
dic HPC system. The objectives of 
the project are to acquire or increase 
experience  with:
*  Sharing computational resources 

across country boundaries by joint 
procurement

*  Identifying suitable models for 
organi zation, governance, procure-
ment, operations and usage, and 
funding for resources that are shared 
by multiple countries

*  Using environmental aspects, such 
as renewable energy and energy- 
efficiency, as parameters in the deci-
sion making

*  Promoting cross-border cooperation 
in computational science

The pilot project is built around a com-
pute cluster that has been procured 
by the University of Iceland. The com-
pute cluster was installed in Novem-
ber at Thor Data Center, near Reykja-
vik. The Linux-based cluster consists 
of 288 compute nodes, each with two 
6-core Intel Xeon E5649 (Westmere-
EP 2.53 ghz) processors, 24 gB mem-
ory and 250 gB local disk. A QDR-In-
finiBand network interconnects the 
compute nodes. A local storage system 
is available. The system is connected to 
the Norwegian research network via a 
10 gbit/s connection.

The system is available for use in Jan-
uary 2012. Almost 30% of the allocat-
able resources (computing hours) on 

the system is available to Norwegian 
research projects. The resources will 
be allocated to few large projects, us-
ing the regular procedures for resource 
allocation as used in the Notur project. 
The user support and system admin-
istration will be handled jointly by the 
four participating countries. The same 
service is provided on the system (for 
Norwegian projects) as for the other 
systems in Notur.

The name of the system is gardar.nhpc.
hi.is. gardar Svavarsson, a Swedish 
man, was the second viking to sail to 
Iceland (after Naddodd). He wanted 
to know more about the island, sailed 
around it and found out that it was a 
big island. During the winter, he stayed 
with his men in the northern part of the 
country. They had to build some houses 
to live in and ever since the place has 
been called 'Husavik' (House Bay), now 
a village. gardar and his men are con-
sidered by many to be the first Scandi-
navians to have lived in Iceland.

Nordic HPC system ready for use

For more information, see www.notur.no

is the 11th annual meeting on high performance computing 
and Infrastructure for computational science in norway.

The meeting is intended for everyone that works with 
compute- and data-intensive applications. A list of (inter-
national) speakers will present best practices and state-
of-art approaches. The meeting is also an opportunity 
to discuss with colleagues and share experiences and 
opinions.

The NoTUR2012 conference is hosted by the University of 
Tromsø on Thursday and Friday june 14-15, 2012. 
Workshops on parallel application development and 
scientific software will take place june 11-13, 2012.

more information will soon be available on www.notur.no

notur 2012
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The Notur ii project provides the national einfrastructure for computational science in Norway

The infrastructure serves individuals  and 
groups involved in education and research 
at Norwegian universities , colleges  and 
research institutes, operational  forecast-
ing and research at the Meteoro logical 
Institute, and other groups who contri bute 

to the funding of the project. Consortium  
partners are UNINETT  Sigma AS, the 
Norwegian  University  of Science and 
Technology  (NTNU), the University of 
Bergen  (UiB), the University of oslo (Uio) 
and the University of Tromsø (UiT). The 

project is funded in part by the Research 
Council of Norway and in part by the 
consortium  partners.
The Notur project is complemented by  
NorStore, a national infrastructure for 
scientific  data.

eViTA Winter school 2012 in Continuum Mechanics
22-27 january 2012, Geilo
www.sintef.no/evita

Infrastructure Day 2012
16 February 2012, oslo
oslo Kongressenter - Folkets hus
www.forskningsradet.no

euDat - 1st user Forum
Investigating research communities requirements
7-8 march 2012, Barcelona
www.eudat.eu

eGI community Forum 2012
26-30 march 2012, munich, Germany
cf2012.egi.eu

tnc2012 - terena networking conference 2012
21-24 may 2012, reykjavik, Iceland
tnc2012.terena.org

Isc'12 -  
International supercomputing conference
17-21 june 2012, hamburg, Germany
www.isc-events.com/isc12

norDunet conference 2012
18-20 september 2012, oslo
www.uninett.no/norDunet2012

The allocations given out by the Research Council of 
Norway on the HPC and storage facilities of the Notur 
and NorStore projects expire on 31 March 2012. 

The deadline for applying for new allocations starting  
1 April is 31 january, 2012.

Applications for new projects or extra allocations do 
not have a deadline. Such allocations are normally 
processed within five working days.

Upcoming Events Notur and Norstore
Upcoming deadlines
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